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Room Moulding and Picture Frames,
China, Glassware and Lamps
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I BRANCH ·STORE

BECKER, BLACKWELL co.,
MAGDALENA, N. M.
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fact Everyth-ing z"n our -Second Street Store. We are selling at ! ·
!•
•
cost as we are going out o.f these lines.·
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN
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GENERAL MERCHANDISE, WOOL, HIDES, PELTS I
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.All Kinds of Nati.ve Products.
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SELLING OUT SALE!·
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HELEN" :H.OLL'EOH 1VIILLS.
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WHITSON
MUSIC
CO., PIANOS
.Lt\ND OI{(;ANS.
.
. SIDE TALJ{S WlTJI
-I D_,_
______... _
---.. ,-------- -- -----·-•· -•'OUR noYs AND GIRI.s."
o you reac thl' ....
H. BROCKl\1EIER.
I

THE

~

-~~····.-------··----:----~-

-~1_.,..

1

Bicycles and Supplies, Rl1bber Stamps,
Keys, Etc. A complete repair shop in
Connection.
Kodaks, Cameras and
Photo Stlpplies. . . . , , .
.
Agency for Phrenix:, Tribune and Spald·
ing Bicycles. Spalding Base Ball and
Athletic Goods. . . . . . . . .

J{:ditcd lly Annt Alma and Uncle :Mater,
who will gln.llly answer all questions ask·
eu by their "Varsity Children." If im·
mediutc answer is dt•sircd, please enclost;
a checl;: for t:wo uolllll'$.

•
and

2XO

21:.'.

South Second Street.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. lVI.
I. H. COX:.

II, RROCKMEIJUt.

BROCl(~!EIER

& COX.

AJirents for the Columbia New Process MAntles
Practically ln(lestructable.

Gold Avenue.

l22

ALBUQUERQUE, - - - - NEW MEXICO.
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Southwest.·
BECAUSR--It is for New Mexico t1rst, last, and
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JAY A. HUBBS & CO.
..
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pJoo •.Jo::>

•;:)JOlS '}{OOq
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ALBUQUERQUE STEAM LAUNDRY

A. 0. P.-lrroress,or -:\faltby is ·the of'ficially anthnt'ized receiver o·f 16cks for
the facu1'ty. Small fav·ors th.ankfnlly received-the .smaUer the bette·r.
•

i +sdMtpnos
·o~

'~t{8!UP!Ul [pUn 'Ul "B L UIOJJ U;)dQ

I

An cu;;y. ~mt·dv if -vou el('ct,
h to ~end vmn'lincn to Hubbs din·l"l.
Our work is fine ant\ the co._t is lig-ht.
So call us up. You are ;.ure to bu right.
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·JJu:av.d.dptg :J.Z1SfJAJ;7 puv o/AOA1
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The reasnn is plain. Jt is hl'l'HllSl'
ll1s ,.,}lirt don't lit and the rll'!'l;baml saws.

. 'Ol puu 6 'SON: S>[~l!H 'SU{BJllt'U Ol
·s1uan !I& aJU,!1 1.Ano al{:J JO pud .Au-u o~ sa2'!lJ.lJUO

-NOSV:.ITS Nl t)NIHJ.AC1:!IA3:
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This is the ""'hite :\Inn's Bunlcn,''
And it nmkt•s him at·t like a h~:U'.

a.t'!li.{S ll ~p!{OS <I JiA

·xo...:::r _. . :=£

eo••--•••MeMG•••••••••••••
.
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H. B.-It is 'll'Ot considered proper to
cJall ·on a girl mme tlha·:n six n'igfuts jn a
wec~k. A speoci,al exceptio;n might he
made in your C'as·e, how~ver, if the gkl
d.oesn'1t mitH1 iot.
.Base Blall.-Thir'ty ...O'lre ItO five ]s:n't n
had :scoTe-for tho Indian-s.

)

·;s puo:)~s puu

3'fi~H8:nbna:'"Iv

t

l'JO

'1>'11 'ON :)JJ'S.Wo}liV !9 'ON 9UOqdaJaJ.

l 8Uf'1 l8JSUB1~ puB d.§-e_8~~H ')lO'eH
'3t!OOW ~ NOlSNI:.!Of

•.L3>1~'t/W HSI.:I
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W. D. B.-~'0, I ·wonldn'•t give ·the
Oolleg·c yell wlhen the boyH wan tc·d me
to; :it migh-t make tlwm 't.hink yon wpr.e
r.ea.Jly 'i-nter0str l jn ~·,our Alma ~fater.

'\'12tluo.q-ed ..tno.\ JO

'SQOO£> :tiNJa

;r~

Dmvey.-Wc wonl<l l'·t:.·co.m·mmld n wire
nail 'in the end ·of •a pok. Yon must be
careful, ho•wcv-er, as t11is dev'ice 'has
·been 11ate-nted by U. N. Hel'T'idc

-

(INV S:3:'1X0Id

.w

Dr.--I.:\:dios, Dodor, I ho·pc yon will
l1ave a pleasan-t vucatLon this summer.

_.,._......_

·B~I'IO

~~

0. V\T.-It isn't polite to call peo.ple fib·
bC·l'S; 'CVCll j:n a 11P\\"SoPi1Pl'l' •ar•ticle.

~-·
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•D. B'ill-"\ViJJ.('ll l eaH up a man I
w~ant to talk to -th<' ma·n hi•lll8·Plf. .Se,e? ?"

............................
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skepsmqJ. pu~ s.\npuow SMl19I a~~~s s:3UJ.ldS ~oH z~ru~r
sunn 01 ua" tii uopu.mu [ll!:>ads
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Best Bill of Fare.
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Boug1hy-S1J.ll'ing dlicke·ns arc •all 1'lght
'hut lthev are lle>tter
a little ·O!l!lE'r and
.
fl'i-c••rl. Yon ean't ,ahva:n::; sE<rve them lil<e
:oys•bers, o·n tihe half s:1wll.

Ruppe's
Soda Fountain.

w

·Jo~d!JdoJd

;;

Umpirc-\Y.hen a mau is on seco.nd ,
hru;e it is nolt cns•to•nHn",V :to call l1Jalls o.n ,
•him.
(b)
A ·ba•ll wbkh goes over the '
gra.nd stand is ca1lel1 a foul.
':

0

i
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~I
\'

l•'u,f\n'ltitPs-(a) ~f•oi'lt pC">op1e 1m'fer to
•rla'teh •tlw ball in ·tlu.) Imm1s, though ·:-~onw
.n uthodti,ps preft•r •to ll'•t t·he hall rp;hmHH1
gently fr:om the sto.ma:eh 'before 0a.tl1hing .
'l~his metlwtl is appliea'l..Jlt• esrH~C'i;tlly to
'hut linerR i·n t1w jn field. In e:uw,; snt'h
as yon -d?s.rl•ille a hnlt,r-rfl~' 1u•t Ol' a lJnRh·
el basket mig1tt l>e mwful. (b) T'h<.'
·bat is nswn.Ily 'hl''ld by the RllHlll Plld.
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llivnlets-'T-here ig no ]Pgal remellY.
Y·ou Hh•oultl 'have lun1 ·rr trespass sign up
or ·else y-ou shoould 1wt httv•e st,oppell play- ·
ing·, -1.rn•n for those few minutes.
'\V.e
have- int\'rviow.r.~l the -offl•ntlN'S and heHe-v-e th'l.'\111 to be 'inl'noeenot <}f any :r•vil in-

--AT-

-

T

-~~~\~~~~m

Expert
Mixologist

~· ·-~

•

all time.
THE JOURNAL-DEMOCRAT is read by the
Oie·t·ly-Yes, .it is a pily y·oou c~an't gr<trl- 1 people of every city, villnge and hamlet in New
nat!' •tO''t'tlw1', hn't I su:ppr>se ;rou will I Mexico and Arizona. lt_is strictly a home n.ews'h•fi.Ye in,., th} it (if t1lP 1wol'NH1'rs
h~t paper and has _tl_1e confidence of the public re,
· · ·
·
gardless of pol! tics.
you).
i
STTUSCHIBE NO'"' !
JI.o,bs'o:n--If )'On •a1'<' 1as h1u-;hful as that BY MAIL-so' cents a Month.
we ·would •rulvh;e y,nn to ·talw tlH' young .
BY CARJdEf<-7'l cents a ;'V\onth

............................

,.._._....,.__.._

BeCAUSE--It contains all the Local, Territorial
and General News.
1 BECAUSE-It is the only paper in New Mexico
1
tal<ing the full Associated Press
report.
.
_
1
'!lll(l li'rt>ll 1 BECAUSE-It IS the leadtng and concede~ to be
the best paper published m the

tu.ry to ull vnrlietl t~\lllt.'l't'm•tl.
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You Ought
to ...
'

s,rrY Bee-'\Vllv don'1t ~"on
trade •off. Ym1 nug1ltt 1n-dnce 1lmn 1:o f,or
a ('onsi!d-eration •and .it wonlll be S'l11ti8'fa·c-
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IF NOT, WHY NOT"?

,vm

HONESrf
PLUMBERS.

JOU~NAL-DEMOC~AT?

[
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·anb·aa.ntlna:aoxv. "s:.nN:sAv avoa--IXV'Y: ____ _. . _- jfj
0
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LEADJ:NC JEWELER .
· . · ..0
=.· . . ...· .·. ·. RAILROAD AVENU-1!:. 'ALBUQU:E:BI(l'U':E.

H You Have any Business of a
Financial Nature to Transact
Call o n - - - - -

THE BANK
-o; COMMERCE.
ALBUQUERQUE,
N. 1\f.
•

First National Bank,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. 1\f,

NEW ARMIJO BUILDING,
Tm. . EPHONE No. 462.

--~--

· United States Depository,

-· -

'!

·E. ]. ALGER,

"'

Capital,

I

$100,000.

A Generai Banking and Foreign
Exchange Business Transacted.

Deposits

.,

t

$1,500~000

Appointments Made by Mail.

A General Banking Dusine~s Trans1.\l tt:d.

•l

ivi. S. OTERO, Presidt>nt.
B. P. SCHUSTER. Vice-Pres.
W. S. ~TRICKLER, Ca~hier

'

\

.....

i\.lbuquerque's Cheapest

Satisfaction i~-- a~....._..-.r:a..,
Silent Salesman
.

E. L. WASHBURN &CO.
Up-to-Date
"'-Clothiers and
Haberdashers '
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
•

~tore.

And that is what you
get by trading at our
store. vVe carry a full
line of ...... .

PERIODICALS,
PAPERS AND
MAGAZINES,

Wm. Kieke, Prop.
·l'

~·.,•"•••"••••••••••••••••••

T~~ · G\rtl!~

Commercial Club Building

Fancy Stationety, Kodaks, Cametas, and anything to be found at any
first-class book store .

I I_ E ... FOX,
STRICTLY HEADQUARTERS FOR FINE GOODS.

I

A la Carte and Table D'.Hote.

O.A.Matson & Co.
The L~ading Jewelry House of the Southwest !

I

S. '1'. ELLSWORTII, Prop.

Open from '1 a. m. until midnig~t.
:
I

EVERYTHING IN SEASONa
The Best the Market Affords.

••••••••••••••••a•••••••.,.••ee
J

ALBUQUERQUE

FISH MARKET.
The Popular City Ma.;.eting l 1 Iace.

Fine Watch Wor~ and Art£stz"c Etzgravit?g.
All the latest Novelties in J ewclry.

Cor. Gold Ave. and Second St.

JOI-INSTQN & MOORE,
·Hack, Baggage and Transfer Line!
Carl"iages to any part of the City, Fare 25 cents. flpecial attention given to calls
to aU trains. Hacks Nos. 9 and 10. We solicit a share of your patronage.
Old 'telephone No.6; Automatic: No. n4.
Jemez Hot Springs Stage leaves Mondays and Thursdays

,.-:

~

~

FRESH FISH, OYSTERS,
LOBSTERS, CRABS, SHRIMPS
BUTTER, EGGS, POULTRY AND GAME
FRESH I<'RUITS AND
VEGETABLES IN SEASON
HIGH GRADE 'l'~S AN 0 COFFEES.
PICKLES AND OLIVEs,,,
~-AND TABLE DELICACIES
' '
-·

A.

J.

,f_

•

LAMP, Proprietor.
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\Vi th this issue the l\1irage bids its readers farewell
for the year '98-99. Our association with you in the
department of college newspaper work has been
pleasant. That we have had our "troubles" we do not
deny, but the work as a whole will always be pleasantly remembered. When w·e first undertook the re~
sponsibility of establishing a college paper, you gave
us the assurance of your cordial co-operation. We
h;we not been disappointed. Through your assistance we have been enabled to make the Mirage, as
we believe, a success. That it has served to bring our
beloved Alma .Mater into a closer relationship with
our citizens and the territory at larg-e, we believe we
can justly claim. That it has been of some worth to
the alumni, students and professors, as a college
journal, your kind words of approbation assure us.
'These, and any other successes the Mirage may have
achieved, we attri!bute not to our own efforts, but to
your co-operation. vVithout your assistance our attempts would have proved futile. vVe desire to acknowledge the uniform courtesy and liberality of
those husiness. men who have assisted us financially.
The University appreciates and willnDt forget their
courtesy. \Ve also desire to· ,acknowledge the willingness with which members of our faculty rendeted
their valuable assistance along literary lines, and to
this aiel we feel that much of the worth of oue paper
has been due. \Ve appreciate the helpfulness of variotts stndents and outside friends, the kind things said
ahont our papet hy the press of the territory, and

the i)ractical interest manifested by the alumni. We
desire to give especial mention to one who has always stood by us in etnergencies, counseled us in the
preparations of our plans, assisted us in our labors,
and in many ways made our work lighter and brig·hter. \V·e speak of Professor C. E. Hodgin, whose interest in our work will not be forgotten. And so we
bid you farewell. \Vhether or not the Mirag-e will
greet you next year depends on the energy and am~ition of our students, and while those now in charge
may not be in a position to assume the responsibilities another year, yet we knmv there are those in our
University who can take up the work and carry it
forward and upward to nobler and more far-reaching
results.

* *

:J::

To the class of '99 the Mirage extends congratulations, and offers its wishes for a most successful and
pleasant future. And we can suggest to you no more
certain way to render your future (at least the next
four years of it) successful and pleasant than to bid
you return to your Alma Mater next year. Those of
you just completing the Preparatory Department
could make no graver mistake than to allow the festivitie-s of Commencement week to imbue you with
the idea that you are 11ow Peady for life's battles. You
are just ready to begin to get ready. Let the "Class
of '99" become the "Class of 1903."
Your Alma
Mater holds in store for you the· priceless treasures
of a r-egular college couse. We shall hope to see
each one of you with us again next year, to have your
assistance in our college work, and your company in
our college pleasures.

··-··· * *

Our base ball games this season have demonstrated
the fact that practice is a prerequiste to perfection.
When one considets the fact that <lit no time have
we had the entire team out for practice, and that
often only two or three of the boys. were pres-ent,
one will easily understand such scores as 5 to 14, 5
to 31, etc.. There is an apathy on the part of some of
the students which is very discouraging; an unwillingness to help any University enterprise which ·will

'
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cause them slight inconvenience. As long as there
are students who can play ball, but who do not care
enough for the honor of their Alma Mater to take
the trouble to practice, so long will our athletic
teams be doomed to defeat.
There is material
enough in our University to put a winning base ball
.
team into the field next year-·a team composed entirely of, students. Let each one do his duty, practice a little self-sacrifice if need be, and the result
will be mo.st satisfactory.

*

**

As a rule the business men of Albuquerque have
been most cordial and liberal in their support of the
Mirage. It is largely due to their generous assistance
that the Mirage has been enabled to maintain the
standard set for itself at the beginning of the year.
At the same time we have endeavored to give them
value received and it is no little satisfaction to us to
know that the "University trade" is heing placed
with those who have shown a practical interest
in the University.
It is no more than right
thaJt our faculty and students should patronize those
men who have pattronizecl the University enterprises.
This
fact is being realized, and more than that, is be,
ing acted upon. We would urge the students and
professors to put this principle to practical use more
"

and more; study the Mirage to· find out the business
men who are helping your college paper, and give
them the benefit of your patronage. They are enterprising and reliable men, and we feel assured
that your dealings with them will be in all tespects
satis factory.

...

·'·.,.

•'•

The editor desires to acknowledge the receipt of a
very artistic invitation to the Commencement Exercises of the College of Agriculture and 11echanic
Arts, and to express his appreciation of the same.
The invitation comes thrpugh the courtesy uf \V. E.
Holt, the able editor of the New Mexico Collegian.
11r. Holt is a member of the Class of '99, and receives
the hearty congratulatior.s of the Mirage.
:1,

**

The Oratorical Association is not dead, but merely
taking a spring nap. It was not deemed expedient
to elect the new corps of officers for the few ·weeks
remaining, so it was decided to allow the matter to
rest until the beginning of the new school year. The
constitution and by-laws have been tevised and
adopted, so the orgamzation will he enabled to com-

mence the new year unencumbereu by the respon~i
bility of framing a code of laws for its government.
\Ve were first to est~hlish a permanent association;
let us also be first to capture the victor's laurels in
next year's contest.

n
OBITUARY.

\Ve hope that one of the first things 011 next year's
program will. he the organization of a first-class basket ball team. If the girls \VOuld organize early, have
regular systematic training, go slow at first and gradually work up to the more difficult plays, the U. of N.
:\1. would have a team which would easily hol<l the
Territorial championship. It will be a less difficult
matter next year to provide the expenses incident to
inter-collegiate games, so we may hope that a m1mber of such games will he arranged for.

.,.·'·
il

The stuclepts of the L:'niversity owe a debt of gratitude to 1fiss Gilmore for her able and generous assistance at our various entertainments. The Estrella
Society has been especially fortunate in securing her
help. thus insuring the excellence of the musical

il

,.

I[

numbers of the programs. On behalf of the students
the ::vrirage desires to thank l\Iiss Gilmore, and to
assure her of our hearty appreciation of her kindness.

***
The :VIirage desires to thank its correspondents in
Gallup, Las Cruces, Socorro, and Albuquerque for
their courtesy in furnishing notes for our columns.
\Ve are in receipt of a very complimen tar,v letter
from the Class of '99, Gallup High SchooL
\Ve
thank the Class for its kind wishes, and hope we may
see some of its members in the Universitv of New
).1exico next year.

I

* * ...
-~

On Saturday afternoon, June 3d, at 3:30 o'clock,
the U. N. l\11. Base Ball team quietly passed away.
None were present except a few immediate frienas,
and a select delegation from the Government Indian
School. The last hours were full of agony and suffering, and all were glad when death came to its relief.
The U. N. l\1. Base Ball team was born in the earlv
part of April, and gave promise of a vigorous and
successful life. But it early showed signs of a nervous
hreakdO\vn, and since that time has never been able
to collect itself (for practice). The Indians administered a diet of goose-eggs, but after taking the treatment twice, and receiving no benefit, the team
"' changed doctors. The High School and G. M. I.
were called in ancl prescribed a large close of victory
in the ratio of I 8 to 9· This produced temporary relief only, and the team again changed doctors. The
Professors were summoned. and after consultation,
deciclecl to increa8'e the victory dose to the ratio of
26 to 7· A large crowd witnessed the operation, as
everyone \Vas becoming interested in the fate of the
im·alicl infant. Temporary relief was again the result,
hut a rapid decline soon began and it became apparent that the unfortunate could not long· survive. On
June 3<1. the case became critical and fri-ends were
called in. The Indians ·were present by special request.
They urged the goose-egg diet, but all efforts were
necessarily fruitless. The U. N. M. team was evidently breathing its last. The struggle fot· life was
pitiful. H uning made a fi.ne running catch, Johnson
pulled down a high fly and scraped up two liners in
succession. while Ortega did league work in the box.
But the reaction from this struggle soon came, and
with it the agony of suffedng.
The sorrowing
friends gathered about the diamond. and shortly after
5 o'clock. the" U. N. J\1. team breathed its last. Thus
ended what promised to be a most successful life, and
the onlv consolation lies in the fact that the team was
prepared to go.

THOUGHTS ON I~IRE.

A man who is alway::. in ltrJl water d·Je:su:t cut
much ice.

OLD MAN WHITCOMB'S CAMP.

A heated debate sometimes produces a coolness betwf'0•1 t h:> rlehaters.

-

I

If ::t man does a noble act he iiS toasted, if 11 c does
<. mean one he is roasted.
;

Being fired by ambition, and being fit·ed 1Jy the
boss are two very different things.

A man may "heap coals of fire" on his ene£ny's
head, or he may fire a gun at him. The latter g·ener'dly works mote quickly.

r

'
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0 l the splashin' o£ the water
Over rocks and mosses damp,
To me there's no place nicer
Than old man Whttcomb's camp.
Down in the hillside meader
The cow-bell wus a ringin',
And the robin sung his level best
His voice wus tooned for singin'.
There· wus some thin' in them evenin' ·sounds,
That almost fetched the tears,
Fur they took a feller to his home
'\.:Vay back in boyhood years.
Underneath a spreadin'. cedar,
In that weather beaten tent,
I slept upon a wooden bed
Till the night wus well nigh spent.
VVhen I waked up in the mornin'
As the sun ris o'er the peak,
The shadders of the leaves
\Vus a playin's hide and seek.
Then nimble squirrels wus overhead,
A jumpin on the rocks,
\Vith bushy tails arched on their backs,
As proud as turkey cocks.
The birds wus all a sin gin',
The wind moaned through the pine,
And I found myself a wishin'
That the old man's camp wus mine.
And then that babblin' water
From beneath its rocky shelf,
Gurglin' clown the rollin' hillside,
Sorter singin' to itself; ·
There the clematis wus climbin'
Over bushes in a mass,
And butter cups and daisies, too
\Vus hidin' in the grass.
And the bumble-bees wus buzzin'
Round the blossoms on the hill,
And faint like in the distance
You could hear the whipporwill.
01 in all that mountain border •
\Vhere a feller loves to tramp,
To me there's no place nicer
Than old man vVhicomb's camp.
-C. E. H.

As we c!um that mountain side
A night's lodgin' fur to hunt,
The old ·man a11d his little clog
Come· a lin11pin' to the front,
His shake was kind o' hearty,
Fur we'd had a tiresome tramp;
An' he made us feel a welcome
In his old time mountain camp.

}\Irs. Burch.~VVhere is your father?
Son.~He's at the office editing his edition of "Society as I Have Found It."
Mrs. Burch.-·vVhat! a book?
Son.-Yes, a ledger, full of unpaid and uncollecta~
hlt accounts.-Ex.

The golden sun was sinkin'
Behind them lofty hills,
'l'he evenin' shades was like a dream,
There was music in the rills.

The Infant Pt·odigy.-"\iVhat shall I play for you
tonight, Ut1cle George?"
Unc1e George.-"Oh, go and play dead for a
while, that's a good girl.''
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miles of distance from ar;.y trace of wa~er, all ~om
bine to arouse the imagination to- the htghest plt~h,
and in the mystic spell to correlate the scene With
A Forgott~n City·
some strange phantom of tl~e past.
..
A touch of real history hes back of thts mystery~
c. E. HODGIN.
of the book
of the
Ruins of ancient cities whose gaunt, gray. walls an d we Ope 11 the pao-es
o
.
'1 past that
we1·e long since lost to life and left to' crumble ~n the tell of Spanish discovery on Amencan sm .
Almost a hundred years before t!1e Mayflo\~er
dust, are found by hundreds on the plains and m the
landed at Plymouth Rock, brave kn~ghts of Spam,
valleys of New Mexico.
_
.
.
_.
0
These lifeless. villages offer to. the A1~chaeoloo1st with indomitable daring were roam~ng over the
most interesting fields ·of study, camp hfe presents south and west in search of the clelustv~ phantom of
its varied experiences, and the ~randeur of mo~n gold, which legendary tales had told mt~ht be foun~l
tains, the beauty of canons, the w1de reach of. me;:,as, in the shadowy nowhere, but more clefimtely locateJ
..
and the charm of distance appeal to the esthetic taste in the distant west.
\Vhile De Soto, greedy of gold, \:as Jn.tshmg westof the most exacting lover of nature.
Eastward a hundred miles from Albuquerque, ware} from Florida to Arkansas wtth lus ?oo men,
acro.s.s the ::vranzana range, a beautift~l little valle~! 200 horses. his blood hounds to hunt II:chans .. and
o·ently falls away to the south, by the s1de of.a cedar- his drove of horrs for fresh meat (though ltzards ~v.ere
~oveted mesa, which lifts its table surface SIX thou~ later eaten,) at~l Don Pedro cle Al~rcon was. smhng
of California into the Colorado
sand feet above the level of the sea., As the ~hadows up tl le· ('ulf
.J
• 1 C
•nver1 for
lengthen at the close of a summ~r s :lay, th1s beau- 250 miles, expecting to co~operate wtt 1. o101~a< atiful scene photographs itself, mdehbly upon the which he never did-the latter was forcmg· hts way
overland from }\1 exico to the north .~nd east.
mind.
.
11 r
Coronado's expedition ii1 I 540-42 1s thought to l~e
The empty sweep of sky reaches out m a c Irecthe most romantic
tions, the mountains
and daring incident
cast their soft, blue
in the history of
shadows in tlre gathSpanish explomtion
ering twilight, and
in America, and not
the evening sounds
until recentlv
fall upon the ear like
. has
the story been aumusic in a dream. A
mile across the tall,
thenticallv told.
In the. fourteenth
brown, waving grass
annmil report of the
and fragrant wild
Bureau of Ethnolo~
flowers in the valley
gy, under the <.lirec~
below, projects a
whale-back
ridge,
tion of Prof. Powell,
cactus crowned, and
the nanative of this
dotted
here
and
expedition is given
there with darken~
in detail bv George
ing groups of cedar
P. \Vinship.
'The
trees.
Upon its
historv was written
THE CONVENT RUINS.
crest, a dull, gray,
by P~dro de Casta~
shapeless figure is
.
neda, a subordinate
revealed in weird outline against the ev~mng s~y, officer o.f the expedttion, twenty years aft.er
and the wandering vision centers on the silent r~ms the events occurred. .A copy of this complete 111~
of the ancient town of Tabira, but from the myth1cal tory was made in Seville a})()ut 1.59(), and }s _no\~. 111
tales extant, later called the Gran Quivira, a. pla~e possession of the Lenox Ltbrary 111 New \- ot k Ct~y.
where golden treasure is supposec~ to be buned 1n the ori'rinal manuscript having been lost. Mr. \Vmsome secluded spot.
:,hip pt~blishes in the report r.nent.ioned, Castaueu~·s
As twilight lingers and we go in camp 1:·ear ·by the account, this being the 1irst ttme It ever appeared 111
toppling ·walls, the story of this spectral city may be print.
. .. .
told.
An ancient legend said that when the :~ra.hs. tnIn solitude and sunshine, ]n rain and sno-w, the vadecl the Spanish peninsula, a number of Chrtsha~1~
old abandoned walls liave stood for ages .over the fled to an island ''west of the Cape Verde group 111
barren bones of tLe ill-fated inhabitants of this an~ the Sea of Darkness. (th~ Atlantic) and foun.ded
dent city. There is little wonder that such a place seven cities thereon." These cities in the irr~agma
has beco1ne the home of the Quivira myth.
Its tion were vadously located, hut about the ttme of
queer location, its gloomy walls, the I:uman. s1nt}ls Cortes it was thought that they existed in the t1npeering from the ground, the deathly sllence and Its known region north of M exko.

Vaca, while

THE HISTORY OF A MYSTERY.
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his journey through

Texas and

lVlexico heard stones tro:::1 Indians of ;;ettled coutmunities and certain metals to be found to the northward. 'l his fact, coupled with the legend ut tl1e
seven cities, aroused much interest iu .Mexico or
1\J ew Spain.
ln 1539, Mendoza, then at the head of the government of N'ew Spain, sent a monk, Marcos de
N izza, to make a preliminary exploration or the country nurth. 1\Jiarcos and his party were gone about six
uwntns ancl reaclled the neighborhood and was in
sight of the seven Zuni pueblos, which he understood
were called Cibola. These Prof. Bandalier, and oth:crs identify as the cities of legendary fame.
t,; pun lns ret urn Fray Marcos reported what he
had seen, carefully drawmg the distmctwn between
what haci come under bis own noticr, and the stories
he had heard from the Indians. But others made no
discrimination between the fact and the fancy, consequently falmluus stories. were constructed, on the
1Jas1s of the monk's repcrt, of great wealth in the
CiJJula country.
Loronadu, hearing this report, asked and received
permission of .Mendoza to penetrate llle new coun,
try and search for the elusiv·e cities. .He was give11
r,ooo lndians and 300 Spanish Cavaliers, who haa
conditions ot
bo·rovvn restive under the more (lttiet
:1.
pro,·incial development-the. reaction of exciting
conquest. They
"1< or want ot lighting had grown rusty,
. \nd ate into themselves for lack
Of somebody to hew and hack."
The Franciscan monk as· guide, and other broth~
en; of the order, accompanied Coronado, and a thou~
sand extra horses were taken along, loaded with supplies. T'his was the largest expedition ever sent out
l>y the Spaniards in North Amenca, and it meant to
Coronado a personal expense of what, ih our money,
would amount to a quarter of a million dollars.
This great overland company left Compostello in
the ptcsent state of Jalisco on February r, 1540.
Coronado, in his impatience to find gold, started in
baste with the guide and seventy horsemen, bidding
the others to follow lei~ut·ely. He passed along near
the present road from Fort Apache to the Gila River
and in July, aftet· a fearful trip from fatigue and lack
of food, the little party of mounted men appeared
in .sig·ht of one of the ''seven cities." The Indians
spiecl' their coming and were ready to dispute the
entrance of the strangers into their dornain. A line
was drawn on the sand and the Spaniards wamed
not to cross it. But the challeng-e wa5 promptly ac-..
cepted, ancl the hc)t;Seihen dashed across the Rubicon
while the Indians held theit· breath and f1ed.
Says \Ninship, "The mystery of the seven citle;;
was revealed at last. The Spanish conquerors had
reached theit goal. July 7,1540, white men for the
first time entered one of the communal villages of
stone and mud, inhabited by the Zuni Indians of
New Mexico." As to which village there is not
ag-reement, httt Coronado was hitterly disappo111ted,

5

a::; he (uLmll nu gold, nor trace of gold, and poor
Hriar Marcos was severely cursed and sent bad: to
New ::Spain.
J he party continued to the north, still chasingthe shadowy phantom which to this day has not beet.
caught. l. et this delusion served an Important purpose, as it resulted in the discovery and later settlemem of the great southwest.
·
In this most remarkable expedition, Coronado dis~
covered and explored Arizona, New 1\Iexico, Oldahoma, the Indian Territory and Kansas. H·e found
the Grand Canon of the Colorado, 300 years before
a Saxon eye had rested its gaze upon the beauties
of this marvelous chasm. And it was Coronado who
made the buffalo known to the world.
Toward the close of the year 1540, the entire command reached the Indian town of Tiguez, a few miles
north of .Albuquerque, near the present site of Bernalillo, to the great annoyance of the Tig-ua pi.teblbs.
It was here that this bold and venturesome leader
heard the tale that sent him on his wild chase to the
north and east, still in quest of gold. l'his time it
was the Qt11vira myth. .
.
Amono- the Indians of Cicuye or Pecos a little
farther 1~orth, the Spaniards met a captive Indian
from the plains, who claimed to know where thet-e
was plenty of ''yellow stone" in the possession of In~
clians known as Ouiviras. He told of a river where
there were fish ;:;, large as a horse, and upon this
river were beautiful canoes plated with gold, as were
also the ordinary tools and implements used by the
people.
The Spaniards were eager to continue the chase,
so thev took as guide, the plains Indian, whom they
called the Turk, because of the scalp lock on his
shaved head, and started on the perilous march for
Quivira in April, I54L \iVhen they reached the Indian Territory, they became suspicious of the Turk's
veracity and strange actions, so d1e ma'ln part of tl1c
army was sent back to the Rio Grande, while Coronado, with thirty men, pushed on to the nmt11 'vit11
the Turk still as guide, but bound in chains. After
four months and two days of the most hazarcton~
travel they a~·nved at Quivira, well into central Kan~
sas.
Lummis says this was the most amazing expedition ever made 'upon Am:erican soil. And its dar;ng
boldness touched the muse for Ironquiil and brought
forth amono·
his ."Rhymes" the musical poem of
b
"Qnivira," beginning thus:
J

"In that half-forgotten era,
With the avarice of old,
Seeking cities he was told
,
Had been paved with yellow gold
Tn the kingdom of Quivira-··
Came the restless Coronado
To the open Kansas plain,
\Vith his knights from sunny Spain
fn an effort, that, though vain,
'Thrilled with holclness and bravado."

\.
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And what was in store for him at ~Jui\·ir:t 2 .\.
greater disappointment even than he met at ( 'il1ola,
tor he hacl been following in the track of a myth. The
tribe of the Chth·iras was found, living. in "teepees''
and shifting· with the buffalo ;uul <leer, but not a fragment of gold. nor any metal. sa\·e a single "jewel of
~

•

them, hut once cemented with aLlobe mortar. The
room is cruciform in slmpe, thirty-eight feet wide,
and one lntmlred and thirty-one feet long, with an
entrance fifteen feet wide and eleven high. Over the
door-\\·avs are lintels of well-carved. ptne, still distinct
but weather-dinuned by ages of exposure.
Bv the sitle of the church is an enormous convent,
hon~ycoml>ecl \dth many rooms, divided by long
halls, the entire ground floor covering a space of
I 3.377 square feet.
This immense monastery incHcates that Tabira was once a central station in the
Spanish missionary work.
The ,·ilJagc itself is simply a wreck of ragged
rocks, in-blown with sand, the hones of a tle<Hl c.,ity
clislmlgetl from its skeleton form, and scattered about
in huge piles by the treasure-digger in his anxious
haste to find the fabled gohl. The old city is thus
fairly peppere<l with shafts and trenches, but the
sparkling- trea:'ure is still nnearthell. Few things arc:
now found llll t human skulls and bones, pottery, ar~
row heads. hatchets. "metatas" or gdn(ling stone:-;,
and occasional implements of domestic usc.
Traces of some kind of water svstem ma v vet lH:
:-:een. such as stone-walled reservoirs. It remains a
mystery how these great dsterns were fille<l. whether hv
. winter snow. l>v. water from wells, or run in
ditches from the motmtains. The nearest spring or
stre:nn is thirty miles away. It is known that sprin~.v
han~ been effectually plngge<l hy l1Hlihns to prevent
enemiL:i from hadng the benefits uf tlu: wat·er. Snm~~
claim that this was done at Tahira ancl numv
water
•
witches ha\'e searche1l for the spring. .\ well was n:cently dug in the ntllcy near the ruins and at tht.•
~

DOORWAY OF THE CHURCH.

copper" strung around the neck of thei1· king, Tatan·ax.
Coronado fretted at being tluts so thonntghly
duped, and wreaked his yengeance on the Turk.
,.·ho:-:~ ~haved head was swept from its moorin?;s and
hi:' bones left to whiten in the sun. This treacherous
guide not only tried to incite the Quiviras against
the Spaniards. but admitted that the story of g-ul<l
vvas made up for the purpose of ridding the Tigua
Indians of their ttnwelcome pale-faced guest::-. whom
they hopecl the Turk could starYe ancl tin; tn cleath
as he marched them oyer the parching sands.
After remaining twenty-five days at Qttivira. Cort)nado retraced his steps to the headquarters near Albuquerque, where, shortly after arriving, he fell from
his horse, as the result of a broken saddle girth. and
·was seriously injured. hut forced his way hack to the
Citv of :\Texico and made to :\lendoza his report.
'' hich lie tlwught \\ unhl strike a death hh)w to thtfahled gold of Qui,·ira.
But the mvth would not die. It put on new life.
more glittering garments, and wandere(l about m~!.il
it finallv made it~ hume in the cn1m1Jled ruins of Ta·
hira or Gran Quivira, where it has long been thought
hy many that immense treasnre ·was once huriec1.
This spectral city, \\·hose inhabitants at one timeclonhtless nnmhered a thousand or more. is of irreg··
11lar shape, ·with long rmvs of terraced hcnses lmilt in
the fashion of Pueblo towns of today.
The old church, roofless and ragged, stands on tht
hill like a sentinel at his post. Its mas.,ive walk six
feet i11 thickness and still some twenty feet in heig·ht.
:lre hui1t of gray. limestone rock::: as nature clresse<l
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Charlt::s F. Lummis in his interesting story of "The
Cities that Were F org~otten," says: "The ruins are
J:>ueblo ruins as a matter of course, and as a matter
of history they are ruins of the Tompiros Pueblos, a
branch of the now extinct Piro stock."
The town was visited and described by Espejo in
I 582, and in 1598 Onyate, the f1rst governor of New
1.\lexico, received from this people their fo·rmal submission to the crown of Spain. In the same year a
priest, Francisco cle San 1\llguel, was assigned to this
and neighboring pueblos, whose ruins may still be
seen .
These pueblos, several miles apart, have been
called the "Cities of the Accursed Lakes." They
are near bodies of salt water, that have brought
great disappointment to many a thirsty man ancl
beast, for no living thing can drink at their briny
brink. The story runs that these were once fresh
water lakes, the home of fish and wild fowl, the
drinking place of lmffalo and antelope. But for the
sins of an unfaithful wife that dwelt thereby, the
sweet waters were accursed to be forever salt.
About 1670 these exposed cities of the Salt Lakes
were invaded by the treacherous Apaches, who ruthlessly munlered their peaceful inhabitants and swept
them out of existence. ,;\t the monastery \Yere many
priests, hut two of whom escaped to tell the awful
tale.
For a centurv the countrv of the ''Accursed
J_,akes" was in the power of the blood-thirsty
..:\paches. Then came the ~1exican pione~r and his
descendants arc still scattered over the vast solitude
that surrounds these forgotten cities.
Few ruins in all New l\Iexico· equal in interest
those of Gran Qui \'ira. But they are fast disappearing. The roof and timbers. of the old church llave
been conyertecl mto sheep corralls, ancl give protection to a clifferent kincl of flock from that once
guarcl·ed by the brave and zealous Franciscan shepherds.
The relic s.eeket· cannot resist the impulse to carry
awav all his hors.e can draw, and wish there was
roo1;1 for more. If provision is not soon made to preserve these ruins, in a short tin1·e nothing will he left
to mark the spot where stoocl, thtee c·enturies and a
half ag-o, the happy Indian town of Tahira. ·
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THE OLD CHURCH WALLS.

cL:anc~ of tweln• fl!et, struck an old wul wi1tch ha<l

llet.·n 111lecl up ages ag-o, with lHmes, pottery and
t :·ash. This wa:; ch~aned c 1t1t an<l ,.,
p·(lod water i:-; now
supplied to the sight-seer for a kw cents pc1· gallon.
But who \\'l..Tt' the:-;e people' ;l!l(l what became or
them?
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Thou ·weird, forsaken, voiceless mystery.
Sileut for ages! \Vhat is thy history?
Spectral like, though anchored to this whale-back

riel bere '

Reveal to us the span o.f time that thou dost
bridge.
c
Those mountains in the distance near, with echos
.
tlncr,
.
b
•
But thy dumb silence answers not to anythtng.
The somder .cedars sway their shadm,vs tO· and fro,
and moan
Their dolefnl chants ·in lonesome monotone.

The gray coyotes prowl atound with rhievisl1
hand,
And cast their sneaking shadows on the the sun
btirnt sand.
Pale throated lizards rustle by and dart in thy slim
shade,
And panting horned toads hide in this debris thy
crumbling walls have made.
But what is that to thee, thou sleeper of the plain?
1t matters not, for motionless and voicless still,
thou clost remain.
In grim, unsightly piles upon thy haunted ground,
\Veather worn and gTaveless human bones are
found.
\Vithin these ghastly sknlls there once was
wrouo·ht
b
The wondrous miracle of human thoug-ht.
\Vho were these citizens of thine in ages past,
O'er whom the blighting gloom of centuries is
cast?
\Vere they the peaceful, pastoral Hock of honest
face
Descenclecl from the old Tampiros Indian race?
And were they swept with ruthless hand from off
the earth
By treacherous Apaches, they of murderous birth?
Did dashing· Coronado hither come, and thee behold,
\Vhen searching over trackless plains for fabled
gold?
?vlake answer now! Is treasme buried neal' this
spot,
A ncl is the old Quivira myth, a myth or not?
<...<

-C. E. H.
GOVERNMENT INDIAN SCHOOL.

Since Superinte11dent Allen recently delivered his
excellent address, which was so favorably received at
the University, and the Normal 1\IIethod class visited
the Indian School for a half clay's observation, a
closet acquaintance has sprung up between the two
institutions than before existed.
The men'l)ers of the Iv1ethod class. speak in highest
praise of t: . .:. management, and work of the Indian
School, which they had the pleastn·e to, observe. And
equally enthusiasiic \Vere they, in speaking of the
cordial treatment they received from Supt. and Mrs.
Allen and the teachers. A social hour was accorded
them at the morning- recess, when delicious cakej
stmwhcrric's and cream were served, and music enjoyed.
At this hour the students were . pleasantly surprised at having the. opportunity of meeting Miss
Estelle Reel, Sttperintrndent of Indian Schools, of
\Vashington City, Miss Reel's high position in the
government service, in no way detracts from het·
genial and pleasant manner. The Method class will
long !~~member with much pleast1re) their visit to
the Indian School, and their short acqttaintance
with M1ss Reel.
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THE 1111RAGE.
SUMMER BIRDS 0}' THE UPPER PECOS.

The Pecos river is the Gkn Ellis of New Mexico.

\

One who has followed the latter stream through the
gorges of the \1\Thite Mountains to its source in the
Falls of the Thousand Springs amid the precipices of
M t. Washington lives again those thrilling hours as
he traces El Rio de Pecos to its fountains in the
Rockies. Yet this beautiful river, especially in the
regions of its headwaters, is comparatively little
known to pleasure seekers of New 1\lexico. It rises
among the highest mountain peaks in New Mexico
and Arizona. The snows of the regions are consequ-ently the source of an abundant supply of \Va~er.
·The rainfall, also, is great. The result ot this abundance of moisture is that the vicinity is rich in foliage,
and also in the latter's concomitant, birds.
By the Upper Pecos country is meant that district
above \\Tillis (Cooper's Mills), to the rim, west, north
and east. This southern limit is taken because at
this point is the lowest of the tributaries which arise
high in the main range of mountains encircling the
river's head waters. Thi·s district is about twenty
miles wide by thirty long, and ranges from 7,500 to
13,200 feet in altitude.
No attempt is made to give a complete list of the
birds found there, but to give a general idea of the
varieti·es which frequent the region in the qummer
months, and which will be met most in the casual observance of the tourist. It is a pleasure to be able to
call things by their right names, and to enable the
reader to extend suchcy a courtesy to his wing-ed companion~ in his tramps is the purpose of the following
descriptions.
There is found in theses mountains a number of
representatives of the fhrush family. But the writer has seen, aside from the Robin. hut one varietv of
the typical Thntsh, and was abl~ to secure but ~one
specimen, which unfortm.. ately was in such bad
plumage as to make exact analysis impossible. It
was apparently, however, a Hermit Thrush, as it is
locally known. This bird has a total length of about
seven inches, being one of the smallest of the typical
Thrushes. At a distance-and one is not likely to
get a close view of hilil-'-he shows a dark color
above, below lighter, mottled \vith datk. He is a
lJeautiful :-;uug::-.ter, 1mt is a recluse. He frequents
mostly the dark, remote canons at a high altitude;
and when his note is heard lower in the region of men
it comes from an invi~ible position in the top of the
highest pine.
Another member o.f the Thrush family is the
American Dipper (Cinclus mexican us).
It is the
most attractive and interesting bird of the region to
the fisherman, being a resident of the stream and a
beautiful singer. Its plnmage is of a very commot,
slaty color, somewhat paler below. Its neck is short,
and head similar to that of the Thrush, exceptingthat the bill is directed slightly upward from the axis
of the head. \1\Thile the bird sits; its tail appear~

:;hurt, narrow aml slightly rounded. The wing::; ill
their resting position extend but little beyond tht:
base of the tail. In its flight it foHows the course uf
the stream, close to the water, with most rapid
muYements. \Vhen seen silti11g, he is usually on a
small rock surrounded with water. From this hl!
di\·es rapidl;,y on ot.-e side . then on the other in a most
sprig-htly manner. .Ilis passage, frequently of considerahle distance, under the wat-er is performed with
his wings. lie flies in the water. His nest is a large,
hollow ball of moss set firmly into the crevices of
some larg·e rock directly over the water. He seldom
is heard to sing during the summer months, bnt lat·e
in . \ngust the young birds have a mo:;t beautiful
nnte, trilling clear, mellow fragments of song choked
by their rapid plunges into the gt1rghng stream.
Their snng is sai<l to be most beautiful <luring the
\\'inter, when they poise on the margin of ice-hnmHl
pools. and <lin? and :-ing- alternately.
The :\Icxican Blue Bird (Sialia nH.'xkana) is another mcmhcr cf this family. It ]::; very mmu•rmts,
especially in the higher localities.
The .:\lountain Chickadee (Pants montanu:-;) is
commou. Its length is about tive inches. Back,
ashy-gray; tail and wings, darker; top of hea\1.
throat and breast, black; a white ::.treak along
the side of the head; under hind part of body, light
gray. \ \'ith the bird in hand, however, you will ii.nd
that only the tip;; of tbe feathers in this region are
light, the inner parts l)eing culorccl like the feather:->
on the Jn·east.
The Slender-hilled X uthatch (Sitta carlinensis acttleata) is an interesting character. .;\s seen during
the summer it is from four to five and one-half inchc~
long, the young birds not differing essentially in .
plumage from the adults. The tail is short, with
clo:-:ed wings extending nearly to it~ end; upper parts
ashy-blue, with tip of wing darkene1l; under parts
light, tinged with brown behind. The most interesting characteristic of this hinl is his agilitY as a
climher. He clings to the bark of trees wlwll~· with
his feet, not nsing his tail as a support as dc;es the
\Vooclpecker. Cnlike the latter, also, he climhs head
downward wit.h perfect ease. II e is a sprightly hird
lmt attracts little attention unless one is especiallv
imerested in him.
.

•
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Cassini 's Purple Finch ( Carpodicus ~assini) is ocis well distributed throughout this region, but is ·es- casionally found. It is s.milar in coloration to the
pecially numerous in the higher parts. As this seems common House Finch, but is larger, being- about
to be the only representative of the Svvallov: family in seven inches long. The body is brownish and crown
this district, no detailed description is necessary. 'J.'his crimson.
bircl, however, has the most gorgeous plumage of all
The Western 'vVood Pewee, found in these regions,
the birds of the lJ pper Pecos-his under parts being is a dark colored bird, about six inches in length.
pure white and his back a rich green with fine violet- One of its marked characteristics is the flattened bill
purple on the rump.
broad at the base and slightly hooked at the tip. This
Occasionally one's ear is delighted with the note bill is strikingly adapted to the bircl's habit of feedof the \Vestern \Varbling Vireo (Vireo gilvus swain,.. ing on insects which it catches, by a rapid whirl in micl
soni). This bird has a length of about six inches. lts air, with a sharp snap of the !nandibles. A part of
upper parts are of a dull olive-green; the under parts, the insect may o.ften be seen to fall to the ground
:1omewhat lighter. "Not Uorn to 'waste its sweetness after the assault, while the bird resumes his place on
on the desert air,' the \Varbling Vireo· forsakes the some favorite point of observation.
depths of the vvoodlancl for the parks and orchards
Crows, Jays, Hawks and Humming Birds should
and the shady streets, where it glides through the fo- claim considerable space, but that can not be allotliage of the tallest trees, the unseen messenger of rest · ted to the subject at this time.
.·
' ,
and peace to the busy, dusty haunts of ri1~il.'' Though
.....
AMUSING RHETORIC.
these words bv Dr. Coues vve:re written c>r our Vireo's
A man \vho was suddenly taken sick ''hastened
eastern brother, they are equally fitting of. otp· own
.
,, messenger o.f res t anc1 peace
"' ~" t o home while every means for his recovery were reWI'11
c erness- 1ovmg
sorted to. In spite of all his effor~""lle died in the
the vvild solitude of the mountains.
"A man was
During the summer of r8g8 there were large num- triumphs. of the Christian religj~IL
~pled by a ra~Jroad car running ii1to Boston, supbers of the Evening· Grnsbeak (Hesperophona ves. .
pertina) in tbese mountains, though thi? species had· r)osed to be deaf." A man writes: "Vf·e hav.c denever been seen there previously. Ther.;~ct voracions- cided to erect a school-house large enough to accomlv on a worm which, earlv in the summer, completely odato soo scholar~ five stori~s high.". On a cert?;in
<levourecl the foliage of the Quaking .Asp, and 'which railway the follo\ving luminous. directions ·.were
appeared in the region only in the last few years. The printed: "Hereafter, v{hen trains in an oppqsite dihircl should he welcomed as a faithful destrover of rection are a.pp~:a;aching each other ,on separate Jines,
concluctors.a:na engii1eers will l;e requested to bring
thos·e persistent and fatal enemies to the woodland:
The Crosbeak is a clumsy <:Lppearing bird, about their respective trains to a dead halt before the point
eight inches long,· with a short massive bill tinged of meeting, and be careful not t_o proceed tilf each
with veil ow at the base and along the edges. l n the . train has passed the other.'' A steamboat captain
male.· the forehead and a streak above the eyes are advertising an excursion, says: "Tickets 25 cents:
bright yellow; crown, tail and edge of wings .. black; children half-price to be had at the .. office." A hotel
a large
area of white on the upper surfas;e:ctof !he ';vas thus advertised: · "This hotel will be kept by the
""
' ~
~
wing. 'fhe upper and lower parts of the~ body at"e a widow of the former~ laridlord, Mr. Brown, who died
dull yellow. The female lacks the brilliant coloring. last summei~ .on a riew· aticllthpl:O·vecl plan.;·; "\Van t"A bird of distipguishe<l appearance, whose very ed, ,a sadclle-h6'rse for a lady weighing 950 pounds."
i\n .Iowa editor say·s: "\Ve have received a baske~
name Sllf"~tests the far-awav... land of the cliJ}pine·
(.., sun,
a11d the tuneful romance which the wild bird throw~ of fine g..·apes from ?·i~r .fi-iencl \V.; tor "':~1ich .he \Vill
aroutHl the fading light of clay; c.)othecl in striking please accept oi.u· ·complime~1ts, some Ot whtch ~re
color contrasts of black, white, and g-old, he seems nearlv two inches' i.n diameter.'' "Board may he had
to represent the allegory of diurnal transmutation at· N~. Peai·l S~q for two g·entlemen with gas.~·Register.
· ··
for his sable pinions close around the' brjglitness of his Printer's
,:,.....
\'·estnre, as night encompasses the golde~h'J.m~,s of
The cheers of ·his oollege"'111a:tes .Puts heart i!1to· the·
sunset, while the clear white space enfolded "in these ·
athlete. ~fany a tire of ·adversity has been turned
tints fOt-etells the clawn of the morrow." (Dr. Cones.)
and victory sriatched out of.9.efeat, .by renewed energy
The Pine Linnet (Chrysomitris pinus) is common. and determ)ination directly attributable tn enconrag-Length, fottr and one-half to rive inches; upper parts, ing and optimis.tic cheeri~~ ~rom C: group of ~nthusi
streaked with sulplmry-yellow and clark-brown: un- astic spectators.. Systematlc.c:heenng-cheenng that
der parts, paler.
rewards good work and sustains at di.stressing .moThe Hyhrid Snowhircl (Junco hiemalis connectens) ments-·-is due every college team from_tts .s.~tpP.orters.
and the Grav-heacled Snowhircl (J. h. caniceps) are \Vould it not be appro1wiate work .for the Studet:t
nmnerous. l'he former is of a 1.11ixed grayish a1~d Organization at its next.mee:ting to secU1~e ~ystema~1c
brownish color, while the latter is to he distinguished cheerinO' fot• Ottr base ball games by appomtmg a SU1tby the clear ash of the upper parts and the chestnut
ahte·le~ler or leaders who shall organize and direct
the ·expressionR of undergraduate enthusiasm.-Ex.
area between the shonlclers.

The Violet-green Swallo\v (Tachycineta thala;:;sini)
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On the high mesa the I rorne<l or Shore Lark (Ercmophila alpestris) is quite num<~rous. This is the
~arne bird which we see, especially during- the \Vinter.
m large Hocks on the mesas near Albuquerque.
Audob~n's \Varhler (Denclroeca andoboni) i::; very
rare. It 1s a bird about five and one-half inches in
length: sides of head, T!ack, tail and breast, blackish;
top .of head; throat an<l a large spot on the bndy
under the wmg, yellow: hack of these spots the under parts, gray. On the- 1nicl(lle portion of the up~
per ~urfa;e of the wing is a white area, more noticrrthle tn flight. On the femalt' the upp"r parts arc
duller ancl the yellow parts pal·cr.
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GREAT CARNAGE.
Me1·ciless Slaughter of the Innocents.

The most bloodless battle of modern times was
waged at the Fair Grounds on May 20. Everybody
and everything stopped business and turned out en
That is to say
masse to witness the ceremony.
everything stopped except the wind-that continued
"to do business at the old (grand) stand," and everywhere else. For days and nights previous, it 1vas
noised abroad, and the public was invited to present
itself with innumerable tickets for the game which

THE MIRAGE.

II

by Prof. Hodgin in becoming spring attire, ~he:y: all,
professors and students, made a complete :1rcmt ~f
the diamond, some of the former thus sconng the1r
only tally of the day. Eve~1 the mascot g~·ew hi~ar
ious and made a run, lackmg only blue (the wmd
blew) to combine in himself the colors of both teams,
green and black and blue.
Preliminary practice developed the fact that the
o·ame miO'ht
be uncertain as to. its outcome. Play
b
~
begun, however, all doubts were carried away as by
the gentle zephyr. The following is a detailed ac~
count of the melee, as witnessetl by the religious editor.
The students winning the toss. took the field.

II

breeze. Side was out with a pop up to Hughes by
Messenger. In the second half the boys began their
deadly work. Armijo first up, and with three balls
and two strikes, hit over second and got his base.
Poor made a wild throw and Armijo trotted home.
Johnson beat out a grounder and moved to second
on Hughes' liner to center. Fitch singled, Johnson.
and Hughes scoring. Fitch and Hart, on errors and
hits, also came across the plate. Stevens was put
out on a grass cutter to Poor, and Huning and Becker failed to touch the ball in three tries, Hickey doing
.league work behind the bat.
In the second, Seykora fouled out, and Maltby
cleared the play~rs' bench with a drive through the
crowd. That was the nearest he came to it, and he
was out on strikes. Fitch threw Coghill out at first
after making a pretty pickup. Bowie began the second half by fanning and Arimijo was out on a
grounder. With two, gone, Johnson wa.;lked to first,
and scored because the combined efforts of Seykora
and Paxton to get in the way of Hughes' hit were
futile. Hughes scored on Fitch's clean double to
c.enter. Hart got as far as third and Stevens to second, but Huning fanned.
In the third, Paxton decided to run no chances of ·
not getting to first, so he stepped in front of the ball
and stopped it. He reached third as Weinzirl almost
knocked the ball outside of the diamond for a single.
The latter stole second three times on fouls, the umpire unkindly calling him back to first, finally dying
there. Hickey cam·e to bat with blood in his eye
and malice afm·ethought in his heart . determined to
put it over the garden wall. One at a time the balls
were fouled, and at last with two men on bases, three
balls and two strikes, the climax was reached.
Sounds as of crashing timbers and the whirling of
mighty winds-
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U. N. M. 'W BASE BALL TEAM.
.JAMES G. FITCH.

EDWARD G. HART.
RICHARD M. ARMI,JO.
HEREFORD G, FITCH.

HERBERT

o.

BROOKS.

ROLAND STEVENS.

threatened forever to divorce the young men of the
U. N. M. from their ambition to shine as ball players. The word Professor, however, should now be
written with a small "p."
The march .out from under the grand stand was
imposing. Headed by the umpire (who will doubtless go down to posterity as Ananias II) and followed

WALLACE D. BOWIE,
FRED D. HUNING.

CLARENCE FRENCH.

LOUIS C. BECKER.
DOUGLAS W, ..IOHNSON,

Hickey, the Leavy player and hitter of the Profs,
gracefully took his place and connected with the
hall for two bases, after twtce hitting at it in vain.
The next man went out on a grounder to the elongated Johnson and a throw to first. An urchin remarked, "that was Poor batting.;, Steven's wild
throw to third scored Hickey, and Childs fanned the
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The ball, oh where was it?
He looked around
'Twas safe and sound
vVithin the catcher's mit.
-(Perpetrator unknm_vn.)
Paxton scored on Poor's hit to left. Poor came
home and Childs was out playing off at first. Becker
walked on balls in the last half, reached third and
then home on passed balls. Bowie's fly was not
fielded and by a succession of fumbles and stolen
bases, he got home. Armijo was thrown out at second. Johnson, Hughes and Fitch filled the bases, but
were left there, Hart failing to hit the ball in three
attempts.
In the fourth, Messenger, Seykora and Maltby
were put out in one, two, three order. Stevens got
to first on a single. Huning put a grounder to third
and while running to second, was hit on the head,
rendering the ball unfit for further service. Stevens
scored on the play. Becker also scored, Armiio fanning out and Johnson being thrown out at fitst .
The Profs also failed to produce· results in the

II

fifth, Coghill and Weinzirl fanning out and Paxton's
grounder beating him to first. Hughes, Fitch and
Stevens made runs in the last half; Hart, Becker and
Bowie being put out on grounders to Seykora and
Poor.
Hickey opened the sixth with a terriffic drive to
right for three corners, making the hit of the day.
He scored and Poor went out on a grounder. Childs
pushed out a clear two-bagger, but was put out trying to stretch it to a triple. Messenger grounded out
to Bowie. In the sceond part of the inning, Armijo
scored after smashing one through Maltby and
stealing a frew bases. Johnson was presented with
four and scored on Hughes' hit to center. And so
they went on around until three were chalked up.
In the seventh Seykora scored on his single O·ver
second, two stolen bases and Paxton's sacrifice, Coghill and W einzirl completing the trio. The boys were
shut out in the last half, Bowie and Armijo being
thrown out at first and Hughes put out trying to
pilfer second.
In the eighth, Hickey got first on a bounder past
Bowie, and Poor put him on third with a hit to right.
Hickey scored on Childs' sacrifice, and Messenger
and Poor were put out on a fly a11d an attempt to
steal home. In the s.econd half .Fitch doubled but
was out at third. Hart, Becker and tlulllng scored.
In the last inning, Seykora was put out at first
on a grounder to Hughes, and Maltby followed suit
on another to Armijo. Coghill was given a base on
balls, stealing around to third, scoring on Paxton's
bunt. Paxton was put out playing off at first, and
the famous Professor-Student ball game became a
part of history, the final score being 26 to 7·
SUTHERLAND.
THE MIRAGE COMPLlMENTED.
'o

A former teacher of the Albuquerque Academy,
who had received a copy of The Mirage, writes as
follows:
"I have read of the optical illusion, and how poor
mortals have be·en tantalized by an ever receding
oasis or pool from which there came no re:freshing .
But such was not the effect of The Mirage that came
to me some time ago. I enjoyed most thoroughly
the bright reflecttion it gave of what was being done
on that broad sunny mesa where the University
stands.
And when I came to where the HCequia vVaters
Flow," I just wanted to take off my shoes and wade
in, as I remember seeing the boys do. I enjoyed
every hit of it from "loco blossoms" to the· "long
eared burro.,;
I found many familiar names mentioned in The
Mit·age. Among them Herbert Brooks, Roderic~
Stovet and Maud Custers, as members of the class
of '99. and that of Garfield Hughes as a soldier-!
remember them all as little chi.lclren, and I can truly
sav
. as v-erv. nice children too.':

TilE MiRAGE.
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ALUl\'lNI NOTES.

assbtant in the High school th~ past year, and the

The following items may prove of interest to the
Alumni of the University:
Of the sixteen young men and women \vho have
been araduated from the Normal department of the
Unive~-sity, eleven are now successful .teachers; Of
the remaining five, three hold responstble bu~mess
positions and two of the young ladtes are marned.

latter etwao·ecl in primary ·work.
. Charle~
\Varcl is city editor for the J ournalw
Democrat. He ranks among the foremost newspaper men of the sm:thwest.
J\faynardt C. Hardmg belongs. to the corps of
nurse~ in the Santa Fe Hailroad Hospital. He intends studying medicine.
CLASS OF '98.
,
Colors-H.ed and \Vhite.

CLASS OF '94·
Colors-Pink and Green.
Fannie B. Nowlin has taught in Los Lt1nas th~ past
year. Her health is much im~r?vecl by her _soJ_ourn
in New l\1exico and she antlctpates spendmg the
summer in Southern California.
Charles E. Hodgin is the beloved and h~n?red
principal of the Normal aepart1:1ent of the "L·mver~
sity. His charming mesa home ts the scene of man)
deliahtful g·atherino·s of teachers and students.
b
.
b
. t1
Elizabeth
Menaul,
who has been teac h'tng 111
Presbyterian l\Iission School at Raton, N. ::\~., ~v1ll
spend- the summer vacation with friends in tlus c1ty.
Mary James, a popular sten~grap~1er .. has recently
gone to Santa Fe \Yhere she will res:cle 1!1 .the future.
).,frs. Peter Ruth, formerly J esste Ketth, has a
beautiful home in Pomona, Cal.
Catherine Adams is teaching in the .:\lbuquerque
public schools.
CLASS OF '95·
Colors-Lavender and Cream.
Josephine Hanun has charge of the San Antonio
school.
Etta Vaughn is teaching in the primary department of the Government Indian School, located near
Albuquerque.
.
Bessie Buchanan, now ~.frs. Nelson of Holbrook,
Adz., visited recently in this city.
_ .
Nellie Booth has taught in the city schools clunng·
the past year. She will visit friends in Los Angele~
during the summer months.
CLASS OF 'g6.
Colors-Old Go1cl and Black.
T\VO of the members of this class, Edward C.
Clayton and George Kunz, have been . graduated
from the Dames ~Iedical schuul. Dr. Clayton expects to practice in th~ territory, w~ile Dr. Kunz
will remain in St. LoUls as surgeon 111 one of the
city hospitals.
_
_ ~
H-enry Kempcnich i~ head clerk for i.he ~chu::.tcr
Drv Goods company of Holbrook, Anz. He expe~ts to visit the Paris Exr:ositi.on .in 1900, after
which he may enter some umverstty tn Germany.
Carl l\luenstennan is now assistant chemist for the
Glucose Sugar Refining Co., of Davenport, Iowa.
CLASS OF '97·
Colors-Green and Gold.
Misses Blanche Holden and :Mahel Alger are
teachers in the city schools; the former having heen
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Since the last issue of the Mirage the work in the
Assaying department has been diversified somewhat,
part of the time being devoted to lectures and vvritten tests, although the usual amount of laboratory
work has been carried on. Besides silver and gold
assays, both low grade, a few determinations were
made on copper ores, by the volumetric process,
with standard Potassium Cyanide solution. Thts is
the usual method o,f detetmining the value o£ cupper in ores, being used by most assayers and metalnrgists.

The principal of the Lorclslnu·~- pt~blic _schools for
the terms of '98-99 was :J·la~)el C .. \\ a~~eh<:l<~. IIay~
ing closed a successful y('ar s worK, ~11ss \Vakeflel<l
is spending her vacation in special study at the Universitv.
Jol{n \ V. \ Veinzirl, who received the l\L S. deg1~ee
from th(' Universitv. is now professor of bactenoloo-v in the same in~titution. ~~ r. \Veinzirl is doing
in~;ortant work along the lines .of scientific :esearch.
ancl is rapidly gaining an ennable rep11tatwn as a
specialist in his chosen field of lahor.
Edvth Everett has proved the fallac.y of the old
proverb that "a prophet is not without hm:or.·~ etc.
Last vear she had charge of the school 111 I\.dly,
X. :\( This year, she bas been engagecl as teacher
in the Albuquerque schools.
Lewis C. Brooks is the energetic manager of the
San Jose :\Ieat Company of Albttqtterque. . :\Ir.
Brooks is one of the mclst popular young hu~mcss
men in the territorv.
Herdorcl Fitch and Roy .\. Stamm are continuing work in the Eniver:-;ity .. :\Ir. Fitch serves his
fellow students well as lmsiness manager for the
:\Iirage. :\Ir. Stamm is the same Roy-..:\llen and
Greenough as of yore.
·
·
Subsuiptions amounting to $55 have tlms far hee1!
recein~d for the new Sdenc·e 1 I all from memhers nt
the .Alumni Association.
The thircl annual reunion of the . : \ssociation will
occur Friday evening, June (). .:\ hanqttet \Yill he
sened at HThe (~riiie."

ESTRELLA NOTES.

1'he final Estrella program for the school year took

!

'

Prof. cli(ln't clo a thing to tts in that "qni:t." last
·.veek.
Ilerefonl says that apron is his "hy right of con~
quest."
'i

.

'I'

The hardest part ahout the process of '' TtH[t1,arl ~-.
tion and Partimt" is, strange to. sav,
the ''Part111g.
...
"Xicht \Yahr,'' Brooksie(
(. ~

would be caLled upon to endure similar expet"iences,
but who, nevertheless, were resolved to enjoy the
discomfort of others. The Ben Hur Society came in
for their share of pleasant congratulations (?), and
was properly roasted to a beautiful deep seal brown
wi,th yellow trimmings, for their shortcomings in the
Mo·ck Trial proceedings.
Mr. John McKay next presented to the audience
a very interesting essay treating upon the manufacture of liquid air, dwelling very intelligently upon
the appliances and principles of its manufacture and
its uses.

The closing nmnber consisted of a surprise not to a
few but to many. The audience sat in breathless· silence while the members of the Estrella Octette took
their places about the piano and while waiting for
the sweet strains of many voices, the imposing ceremony was·ruclely broken by the united voices of the
ALBUQUERQUE HIGH SCHOOL.
performet·s giving the college yelL The yell was not
Prof. G. E." Coghill of the University addressed. only a success, but also demonstrated that the memthe physiology class on the subject of nerves.
bers_ of the Estrella Society were not lacking in enThe second year latin class has finished five books thusiasm for Alma Mater.
of Caesar.
The pupils of the High School gave a picnic SatGALLUP HIGH SCHOOL .NOTES.
urday, the 27th, chaperoned by :\1iss Coltraine and
'fhe new teachers for next year are Miss Addie
Miss Holden. A very pleasant day was spent, though
all regretted that Mr. Messinger was not able to join Clayton of Silver City for the Second Intermediate
room and :\1iss Nevi11e Coin of Raton for the Third
them.
Primary.

LABOHATORY BREVITIES.

\\'hat's tlw matter with that "choir" in the .\n;t
lvtical lahoratorv?
(Brooks in lab.)-''Say, fellows, my coppet ~nlntion has turnerl white!"

year in this department emphasized greatly the need
of large apartments togethet with many necessitie-s,
without which no laboratory would be cornp1etf.
We are anxiously looking forward to the time when
we shall be housed in finer quarters and occupy scme
of the best rooms in the new Hadley Science hall.

IJ
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The Analytical students ha\'-e heen quite ht1sy in
the last few weeks, finishing t1p work hefnte con1~
mencement. The manv
. clrawhacks met in thr last

i

k

place June 5th and Was the usual pleasant and an1t1Sing as well as instructive, enterta;nment. The house
\Vas crowded, which shows the popularity of the programs of this enterprising Literary Society.
The first number on the progra.m was an instrumental trio by Miss Gilmore and Misses Jetty and
Alma Rosenwald. As students of Miss Gilmore the
Misses Rosenwald are to be considered fortunate; no
less at·e they to be complimented for their refined
musical talent. "The Advantages of Disadvantages,''
an essay by Miss Fannie Halloran, was a well-constructed paper and showed excellent thought. The
famous Estrella Trio, composed of l\1isses Anderson,
Alger and Gehring, rendered a beautiful sdection
which was well received by the audi·ence, after which
Mr. Harvey Bittner scored many complimentary remarks by reading an essay entitled "Our American
Poets." Mr. Bittner took up each prominent American poet, dwelling upon their imperfections as well
as their famous prodttctions. Miss Gilmore again delighted her audience by rendering a very beautiful
piano solo from Scholtz, entitled "Concert Polonaisre''
and played a popular melody as an encore.
The applause which gteeted the "Scorcher," the
official Sodety organ, demonstrated the fact that
that number neefled no introduction and was a general favorite. The "roasting" that followed made
those effected squinn under its sharp dm·ts and greatly amused those who could not tell just where they

l\liss Martin \vill be transferred from the Second
Intermediate to· the Grammar High School.
The scholars marched out to the cemetery oti the
30th of May, headed by the Juvenile band.
The Class of '99 wishes to congratulate the editors
of the 2\firage on their success in publishing that
paper.
C0:\11\IENCEMENT PROGRAM OF THE CLASS OF

'99•

Orchestra.

~alt~tat?ry. . . . . . ................ Edith Baylis
h.ecttatwn. . . . . . . .......... Katie Cunningham
Violin Solo. . . . . . ................ M. Stewart
Recitation. . . . . . ................. Eva Emery
( )rchestra.
Recitation. . . . . . ............. Martinita Ortiz
History of Class ............... Katie Cunningham
Brass Ouartette.
....,
.
Recitation. . . . . . ................ Edith Baylis
Prophesy. . . . . . ...............Martinita Ortiz
Valedictory. . . . . . . : .............. Eva Emery
Quartette. . . . . . ....................... Girls
Presentation of Diplomas.
Orchestra.
ATHLETICS.

The recreation of the students for the past month
has been tennis and base ball. The gymnasium work
of the boys was omitted to allow the substitution of
tennis. The new court is holding out most excellently and reflects much credit on. those few who worked
so hard to prepare it for use.
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TfiE ./J;JJR t1GE.
Althoi..tgh the base ball team did some practice
work, it was not enough evidently, for in the last
game with the Indians the score was so one-sided that
it hurt the eyes to look at it.
The game with the faculty was reported elsewhere,
and furnished much amusement to spectators and
participants as \vell.
Miss :Mabel Wakefield has been taking special instructions in calisthenics and Swedish gymnastics
from Miss Lukens, in order to be able to· teach the exercises in her school work.
BEN HUR NOTES.

This society has lost one of its most energetic
members in Mr. vV. J. Bingham, who has gone to
fill the pastorate of the Baptist church at Beloit.
Kansas.
Everyone regrets that the mock trial, which was to
have been a contest for supremacy between the two
societies, had to he abandoned because of the inability of J\Ir. Zingg to participate.
Some time agel the members of the Ben Hur s0~
ciety spent a very enjoyable evening at the home of
lVIiss ::.\furiel Andetson, one of the society's honorary
members. Refreshments were served and an informal program rendered, and altogether everyone had
an exceedingly pleasant time.
THAT 1\-IOCK TRIAL.

The Estrella Literary Society appointed its representatives for the contest and prepared for the coming battle. The Ben Hurs did the same, but their
representatives backed out at the last moment. and
so the contest \Vent to the Estrellas by default. H.
G. Fitch and D. \V. Johnson were the lawyers for the
defense (Estrella Society) and Carrie Hadley. Edward Hart and Harry Herrick were witnesses. \\. e
understand that Clarence French ancl ~fr. Zingg were
to represent the prosecution (Ben Hur Society) as
lawyers"' but their witnesses were not all determined
upon. The withdrawal of the Ben IIurs leaves the:
Estrellas the undisputed champions.
WF. O"FFER CO:SGRATlTLATIONS.

Among the many successes and honors that have
come this year to Denison and Denisonians, none has
been of more importance nor more thoroughly deserved than the succe:;s of Professor C. J. Herrick, ill
the contest for the Cartwright prize. T'his prize of
$soo is offered by the alumni of the New York College of Physicians and Surgeons, a department of Colttmbia University, for the hest thesis on a medical
subject. The prize is given every second year and is
open to world-wide competition.
Professor Herrick had \vritten his thes1s for a Ph.
D. degree which he will receive in June. Being a very
mode~t man the professor had about decided not to
compete for the prize. httt a fe\v clays before the rnn-

111.8 hilRAGH.

test closed the committee telegraphed him to send
his thesis in, and last Saturday he received a telgra111
1nfonning him that he was the successful contestant.
Professor Herrick is only thirty years old. He re-.
cei vecl his degree of Batchelor of Science from the
University of Cincinnati, and the degree o.f Master o£
Science from Denison. He will receive the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy from Columb·ia next June. The
winning of this prize is an honor o£ which he may
well be proud, and Denison is proud of him.
The subject of Professor Henick's thes1s is "The
Brain of tl{e Jlish." nml the thesis wi.U he published 1n
the Journal of Comparative Xenrnlogy.-Denisonian,
Denison l·nin.·r~it v.
Professor C. T.• Herrick is a hrother of our own
President Herri~k. an<l is rJs:::nciatecl w!th him in the
publication of the Journal of (ompan:tti\·c !'\eurology.
The ::\Iirage offers the professor congratulations ancl
is g-lacl he recrivecl so high an honor.

COMM£NCEMENl',
Graduating Exercises of the Ch\ss of '99.
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J>RESlDJ~-sT'S IU~CEPTIO:S.

La~t

\\' ec.lnesday evening th<: frie11lb a1v: patrons
of the University thronged the parlors and lawn of
:he President's home on South Arno, from 8 o'clock
till I 1. The occasion was the President's Reception.
The porch anc.llawn were beautifully decorate\.! with
choice Japanese lanterns, \vhile the tent at the left
of the house was similarly lighted. Beautiful flowers
were C\'Crywhere in profusion.
The President's channing wife was assistc(l in th.:
receiving hy ~lrs. Professor Chi1<1s, and each and
e1·ery one was given a most cordial welcome. The
President greeted everyone with his usual cordiality;
his cheery welcome hinted nothing of the fact that he
had returned from a long journey only an hour hefore.
Refreshments were served to the older friends in
the parlors, 1vhilst the younger people were given
absolute so\·ereignty in the tastily decorated tent.
College colors were everywhere in evidence. and little
souvenirs of the "Cherry and Silver" were gh·en to
each one present.
A delightful program had been arranged. and was
hrart11y rnjnyt?d hy n11. ·\ t a hte hnw· t hr g1tr"t" began to depart. all expressing their enjoyment of the
pleasantest ::->ocial event in our college life.
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BREVITIES.

( )nly the aspiring achieve.
( h1r little lifts upraise the world.
Deeds are fruits; wonls are but leav-es.
]{ather he :nveet in spirit than strong in mt1scle.
\\"rite injuries in clust, hut kit1(1ness in marble.
Soul poverty cannot be shut out by cloors of golcl.
Dang-er should be feared when distant, and braved
when present.
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A large and cultured audience gathered in .Armory
Hall last Thursday evening to witness the gtaduating exercises o.f the Class of '99, the largest class in
the history of the Univers1ity of New Mexico. T'he
rostrum had been covered with carpets and rugs,
while beautiful palms were displayed with pleasing effect. Back of the rostrum the national and college
colors were artistically arranged and the class colors,
violet and white, were used to designate the t·eservecl
seats. The ushers carried batons covered with the
"Cherry and Silver," and \Vere assigned to such sections of the house as enabled them to seat the cro1vd
quickly and without confusion.
Upon the stage sat the members of the faculty, the
ten members of the graduating class, the two flower
girls, H.ebekah Pearce and H.eina Grunsfeld, Rev.
Bruce Kinney, the orator of the evening, and :rather
.lVIandelari. Onr beloved president, C. L. Herrick,
presided.
The inusic was one of the most pleasant features
of the program, and was in every instance rendered
with great skill and expression. The audience stood
during the invocation by Father Mandelari. The address by Rev. Bruce Kinney was one of the best examples of true oratory ever heard in Albuquerque.
His language was simple, his thought practical, his
clelivery graceful and expressive.
He spoke of "Frontier Universities and the Twentieth Century,'' and gave his hearers a clear idea of
'"hat great advances had been macle in the last hundred years, and pointed out what \Ve might expect
in th~ future. He dwelt on the incalculable value of
education, and begged his hearers to invest their
money, not in the uncleYeloped mines of the territory,
but in the undeveloped lives of the territory. Vile
are sorry that lack of space prevents our giving a detailed account of his masterful address.
In closing his remarks the speaker pa:id a high
tribute to President Herrick and his work in Denison
University, Ohio, and appealed to the people of Albuquerque and the territory at large to uphold him in
his efforts to do a simdlar work for the University of
New 1\1exico. Scarcelv was the name of our beloved
President mentioned \~hen the audience broke forth
intn tn~nH.'ndcA1s applanse. Tlw college stnclents
could no longer t·estrain their enthusiasm,. ~ncl
evincecl theit appreciation of the tribute by g1Vmg
the college yell with a gusto that made the walls of
the .old hall tremble. It was some little time before
the speaker could resume his discourse.
Aftee a violin solo by Prof. Di Mauro, Pres. Herrick, in the absence of any member of the hoard of
reg-ents, presented the diplomas to the graduates.
Thuse graduating from the Preparatory Dep~t·t
ment were Mi;;;s Frances li.al1oran. Messrs. H.odenck

I5

Stover, Herbert Brooks, John 'ferry and JameS'
Fitch. Miss Maud Custers received the degree of
B, Pd. from the 1\Jormal Department, while :Misses
}'lora Vann and Marion l\1cDonalcl received diplomas from the Commercial Department. The degree
of M. S. vvas conferred upon G. E. Cog-hill and F. S.
Maltby, both of \vhom have been doing post~graclu
ate work the last two years.
As the graduates resumed their s,eats aftet teceiv~
ing their diplomas, the ushers carried forward large
and beautiful hoquets of flowers, as well as othet giftsj '
which were distributed by the little flower gids.
President Herrick referred in the highest terms to
the vmrk done in the University by Miss Martha Tay~
lor, 1vho has resigned her position as head of the
English Department.
Miss Taylor has the confidence and respect of all the students, and will be
greatly missed.
The Ladies' Trio rendered a beautiful s·election
from Gounocl, which closed the program, as it appeared in print; but the boys never let such an opportunity pass, and closed the exercis.es by a vocifer~
ous rendition of the college yell.
CJ~ASS

DAY EXERCISES.

Tuesday afternoon, June 6, the Ch.!ss of ·9~) enter~<t;lled their friends with a feast of wit and wisdomthe \lass Day Exercises. The Assembly Hall at the
University was crowded by half-past two, and before
the hour hand pointed to three the class president,
James G. Fitch, called the house to order.
The first number on the program was a piano duet
rendered in an artistic and skillful manner by
:\lisses c;ilmore and Krawinkle. Then followed the
class history by the president; the l)rocluction \<Vas full
of sparkling wit, and was well received. It contained
some very interesting class statistics, and clisclo"sed
many class secrets, much to the surprise of those affected. A mandolin duet by 1\tfisses Vann and Hill.
with guitar accompaniment by Miss Butts was next
rendered, aftet which M~iss Maud Custers disclosed
to thos-e present what the future had in store for each
member of the Class of '99· "Jimmie" had forgotten
his dignity in the rush o.f business cares, and with his
hat on thf' flnor, one shoe therein, feet upnn the table,
shirt-sleeves rol1ed up above elbows, Jimm~e, our own
Jimmie occupied the e<hor·~ ("ha1~- of the
:\ ew York (Blazing) Sun. whilst princes and
11otentates soug-ht interviews. ).,fiss Frances Halloran (still "Miss," though 40 years had passed) surrouncled hy the bleeding hearts of many victims,
gained wealth ancl fame by writing essays for Uni\·ersity stwlents, and anon declared, as the bleeding
heal'ts ahont her caught her attention, that Bruce
had not the only heart who had with Wallace bled.
Thf> twins. Roddy Stover and Herby Brooks, had
achieved marvelous feats in the electdcal and mechanical world, but never succeeded in accomplishing
anv ta!'k. hecause 11 thev
- hadn't t1ime." Rodclv
. and
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Herby seemed not to have done enough toward the
preparation of Class Day to suit the other members
o_£ the class, and they were accordingly roasted to a
nch brown. John Terry was destined to be the PanAmerican Poet Laureate. Some of his touching
rhymes were quoted.
The writer's own star was eclipsed by the Stover
rays which shot across the heavens before she could
read what Fate or Fortune held in store for her. ::\1iss
Custer's composition was ·well \VOrded, and reflects
great credit upon her ability as a writer.
After a beautiful selection Ivy the Ladies' Trio, Miss
Elizabeth Hughes, on behalf of the Juniors, delivered
the farewell address to the graduates, presenting each
with a significant present, which caused laughter and
applause on the part of the audience. :J.fiss Hughes
is deserving of the highest praise, as her thought and
composition were good, while her delivery was natural and graceful-almost faultless. ::\Iiss Frances
Halloran responded on behalf of the graduates, leaving with each Junior a parting memento, the presentation of which invariablv caused much merriment.
);Iiss Halloran is self-po;sessed before an audience,
and her delivery is clear and pleasing.
John Terry told in (~everlasting rhyme'' the mighty
doings of the Class of '99· His poem was unique and
interesting, and appears elsewhere in the columns of
the );Iirage.
The concluding number of the exercise was the
singing of the Alma ).{ater by the entire audience.
This was followed by the college yell. while the
friends left, all expressing themselves as delig-hted
with the rendition of the excellent prog-ram.
ALUM~I

BANQCET.

J'he closing event of the college year was the third
annual banquet of the Alumni Societv, \Vhieh was
given on Friday evening, June 9th, at ~'The c;rille. ''
The evening was a delightful one. Thirty-two guests
were present, including the ten members of the class
of '99· The tables were very beautifully decorated
with natural flowers and sprays of smilax, and the
cherry and silver of the college were in evidence in
festoons of ribbon. The banquet was dainty and well
served. The guests took their places at the tables
shortly after 9 o'clock, and pass-ed a very pleasant
hour, before the President of the societv. C. \V.
\Vard, announced the seconcl part of the program in
order.
The toasts were all interesting, many ot them brimful of wit and cleverness. The list wa..c; as follows:
President Herrick ....... ·The Unexpected Guest."
James Fitch ..................... "The Mirage."
Prof. Paxton ......... ".............. ''Athletics."
·
P ro· f . I _T"I.(J d<Y'
h11.1 ...... ~ . . .. . . . . . ~ ...........
, "B.,oys.· ''
Prof. Childs ... "Chemistry as a :Vfodern Housewife.''
"("'.:r1 r1. s "
F ~S M
J..
a. ·t t l_) y
~ ·~
Miss B. Menattl ......... "The Indian's Education.''
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "('.amp
.
M aynar d H. ar.d111g
. cenes.
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1HE MiRAGE.

"1vtes.
.
Prof. Coghill .. "\Vhat Our Laboratones Have Done"
President Herrick's ''Expected Guest" was a
graduate of the collegiate department of the Unive:rsity. The toast on ''Boys' was one of Prof. Hodgin's
inimitable poems. The animated gro.up at the tables
was photographed by Vorhes just before the enjoyable affair closed.
Those present were: President and Mrs. Herrick,
Mrs. A. B. Fitch of :Magdalena, Prof. and 1v1rs.
Hodgin, Prof. and l\1rs. Childs, :Misses Taylor, Parsons, Lukens, Professors Paxton, .;.vfontoya, Coghill
and l\1altby, Misses :Menaul, Nowlin, Alger, Everitt,
\Vakefield, Custers, Halloran, Vann, McDonald,
Josephine and Julia Hamm, :Messrs. Harding, \Vard,
H. and J. Fitch, Terry, Stover and H. Btooks.
l\_,f'
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,99 CLASS POE.M.

I attend the University and am not known to fame,
I am not up to small deceipts or any sinful game·
And I'll tell in simple language what I kno·w about
the class
That will graduate this summer-at least the ones
that pass.
But first I would remark that 'tis not a proper plan
For any member of a class to whale his fellow man·
And if my "poem'' is too rough and my language i~
too fine,
I don't want you to lay for me to put a head on me.

engageJ to

"It's hardly polite to read your paper at table, .Mr.
Hallroom.''
"I know, ::\.Irs. Skinnem, but it takes mv mind off
what I'm eating.··
·
"\Vould a doctor's report come under the head of
news of the weak?"

"I sav,
that's mv
.,
., umbrella "'vou have"
..
"Xo doubt; I got it at a pawnshop."
'

'

Carlyle says, "Laughter means sympathv." '1'111S
.
will bring great comfort to the man who ~ha~ trodden on some orange-peel.
"Half the \vorld don't know how the other half
lives."
"Yes; I guess that is about the pmportion that
111ind their own business."
"Does the rom·se of their true love run smooth?"
''Yes, indeed. There are banks on both sides."

"I'm a father, aml it'~ a peach.
''I'm a father. too. hut it's a pair."

.

"\Vas that slight-of-hand man's performance a
c;ncces;; ?"
"
''I should smile; I lent him a had dollar and he
gave me h~ck a good one."
Litigant-Do you mean to tell me that the whole
property has been wasted in costs?
Lawyer-Not wasted; "absorbed.''
Professor-Some o.f the stars mov·e with a velodty of fifty miles a second.
Sue Brette-Not on the railroad track. thev
. don't.

.

Well, nought could be more difficult or more difficult
to find
That~ th.e organization meeting of the class of '99·
The 1nc1dent wa::; started with a notice in the hall,
Reading "Meeting in room seven, where we'd like
to see you all.
The class then got together and each member found
a chair,
And Fit~h took out a note book with a very learned
au·
'
Said the first thing on the program was to choose the
officers,
And then we made him president to get out of it ourselves.
And then we turned our 'tention to little "Shorty''
Brooks,
And we made him be vice president, not to- serve, but
just for looks;
And Brooks, he looked sarcastic; said 't\-vas a11 the
same to him
'Cause we couldn't have a meeting unless Jtmmie
Fitch was in.
But we gave the choicest office to France~ Halloran,
That is, the secretaryship, and she at once began
To raise her voice in protest) said she had some other
work.
Hut the clas~ denied her protest and wouldn't let her·
shirk.
And, though we had no money, we must have some
person who
Could lug the bag, tho' empty, like old Juda..s used to
r1o.
So we 'lected Miss Maud Custers, afte1· which w-e
made her swear
On an ancient Hebrew lexicon that -happened to be
t.h e-re,
That she'd keep the treasure safely, and never would
allow
Any one else to handle it, no matter where or how. ,...

CLIPTOMANIA.

''\Vhatever induced you to become
Fred?"
"\Vhy, Fred, of course."

No one seemed to want it but we shoved it onto Fitch'
And he finally said he'd take it 'cause there were some
others which
In his mind were much harder, tho' he didn't say so
then.
But when he talked of prophesies, the fun began again.
And we had a long discussion as to who should take
the job,
And again our poor Maud Custers was the victim of
the mob.
·
She objected very strongly when we put the thing to
vot~
·
And said she wouldn't· take it for a fifty-dqllar note;
But we downed all her objections and got her to consent
To take it on approval-at least that's what she
meant.

I
I
I

We11 i1ow we had the officers; the next thing to be
done
\Vas to arrange the class clay program and just here
began the fun.
The first thing was the Histoty, we must find some
person who
Cot11d write about the test cf us and do it fitly, tnn.

.

And now to find a person 'mong the members o-f the
class
\Vho would make a fitting answer to the Juniors'
last address.
\Veil, Stover wouldn't take it, and Brooks refused it,
too,
Said they graduated passive, that was all that they
could do.
So we 'lected Fannie Ha1loran, who had nothing else
to do,
To hid the little childt·en of the Junior class, adieu.

\V ell, so far in the meeting, things had been proceeding fine,
But just about this time o' day they took another
line,
And the three remaining members did re&pectfully decline
To tell about the graduates in everlasting rhyme.
And then Jim Fitch rose to his feet and said,
It's strange that you can't do what any burro might
be supposed to do.
Now I hold it is disgraceful for any learned gent
To call his friend a donkey-at least to all intent;
Nor should the individual who happens to be meant,
Reply by heaving books at him, to any great extent.
I hastily arose and raised a point of order, when
A
· Harkness Latin Grammar took me in the abdomen.
I smiled a sort of sickly smile and curled up on the
floor,
And the subsequent proceedings interested me no

·\ 1 . lmorie.fi· 11 .
d
d
nc w 1en
na y arose an starte to go home,
My friend, James Fitch, informed me I was scheduled
·
for a poem.
·.And all I have to say is, they compelled me to appear,
· Or Pd have graduated passive, just like Brooks and
Stover hete·
'
But I've told in S1imple
language what I know about
the class
That will graduate this summer-provided that they
,
pass.
JOHN B. TERRY.
~-

•

THE MIRAGE.
accident. It was considered then a momentous un ..
dertaking for a girl of twelve to go so far alone.
By JOSEPHI~E S. PARSONS.
I had been in the city two whole days before I
The facts set forth in the following pages may saw Henry Clay. He told me afterwards, in explanseem incredible to some, unworthy of belief to others, ation, that he had been building a "skift," which, not
1)roperly caulked, filled with water
on the ocabsurd to both classes. To all such, I can only say, beincr
o
.
accept or not; it lies with me, the chief witness, mere- casion of her launching and sank to nse no more.
Henry Clay, however, like Banquo's ghost, "would
ly to na:rate them in as concise language as I have
not down," and on the morning of the third day, I
at command.
It was a custom in my childhood for me to spend espied a familiar figure scaling the back garden wall.
Henry Clay catne graciously forward with hand
a portion of each year with my aunt in the city. .
My aunt's home was situated on G- street, wh1ch extended to renew his acquaintance. I felt that my
might aptly have been described as athe street of freshly laundered blue percale ancl immaculate sunOld Families." No building was ever done on G- bonet were wasted on my visitor, but hid my regret
at the inadequacy of returns under a forced smile.
street, the city had passe·d it by.
Henry clay, however, even at that age, had all the
The hum of vulgar traffic died to a faint whisper
conceit of his sex, which, as is well knmvn, precludes
ere it reached its sacred environs.
No house there was such a parvemt that it could the sense of personal unattractiveness. He seated
not trace its lineage through three-quarters of a cen- himself in an easy attitude on the lowest step and betury, while the "Gates place," in the middle of the gan to 'chat. Suddenly Henry Clay's eyes became
square, was said authoritatively to have reached the fixed. Following their direction, I discovered Gate~'
"black Maria'' emerging frorn the shrubbery. Thts
age of one hundred and twenty-five years.
The children of men arose and passed but G- necrress was the housekeeper at the Gates place and
street reeked little of them. The solemn shade trees wifh her husband, Sam, had entire charge of the old
sent forth their leaves in the spring and recalled stone mansion.
The Gates family had been abroad ever si11ce the
them, blushing, in the early autumn.
The moss grew undisturbed on the high stone terrible tragedy which robbed young Philip of his life
walls of the gardens, the vines crept nearer and near- and his father of his mind, and the house had been
er to the slate roofs, and the representatives of the closed since I could remember.
It vvas a sombre, weather-stained structure, with
'(old families," descendants of those who~e records
were written in the blood of two revolutions, went deep porches and innumerable stone arches. The
trees interlaced, and the grouncls were a wilderness
in and out in the quaint fashion of a by-gone day.
Young blood, ·of course, there was, even in G-. of weeds and vines.
"Black ~faria" wore a reel bandana turban and
street.
J\1y aunt had one son, Horace, who
with the scion of the Davis house, Henry Clay, and hoop ear-rings. She had an ebon skin, f1at nose, and
myself represented the rising generation. My cous- large white teeth. \Ve children f-eared her greatly,
in Horace was two years older than myself, and can- not so much for what she actually did as for her podor forces me to say that he cared not greatly for tentialities for evil.
Sam. her husband, had "Indian blood'' in him,
my society ·when his own health was good, but, having just recovered from a severe attack of fever, was, and for that reason was invested with mvsterious
on the occasion of the visit herein chronicled, more powers. \Ve never crossed the paths of "Black ~1aother wav out of a
inclined to tolerate graciously my presence, on the ria" and Sam. if there was anv
principle, I suppose, that "\Vhen the Devil was sick, place.
Henry Clay continued to gaze steadfastly at
the Devil a saint would be." He was a very tall
boy, with excessively white, even teeth and gloomy "black :Maria" until she disappeared through an old
black eyes marked by long lashes and brows which grape arbor.
"Do you know," said he turning confidentially to
met.
I forgave Horace his uncertain temper, because of me, "if I could get anybody to go along, I'cl like to
his good looks, a habit, I have since discovered, not go through that old house. My grandmother says
old Governor Gates had the hody of young Philip
uncommon among women and men.
Henry Clay Davis was of an entirely different embalmed, and it stands in a corner of the billiard
type. His hair was "sandy," scant, and looked like room.''
"Oh! \Vhat a story, Henry Clay Davis," I cried,
it had been stuck on with muci1age. His eyes had
red rims, and he constantly wore the expression im- mockingly, "how could it stand up if it is dead?"
"Pshaw! goosey,'' replied the crimson-lidded Henparted by a bad cold. He was a venturesome lad.
ry, "he's in a case, of course, hut the case stands
as the event proved, but not a handsome.
I reached my aunt's house by the omnibus which against the wall. \Voulcln;t you like to see it? I
met the P. \V. accomodation train, and, despite would."
I demurred to this. My interest in Philip Gates
gloomy forebodings on the part of my relatives, the
journey of thirty miles was accomplished, without did not exte11d to his embalmed body, though I had
THE GHOST OF A LAUGH.

~
I
I

~
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heard this story many times, embellished with everv
detail.
·
''\iVouldn't it be awful to have a father like old
Governor Gates,'' I ventured, "just think of a man's
killing his own son."
''Awful, awful," assented Henry Clay, Hand all because the Governor married Philip's sweetheart and
Philip wouldn't take it quietly. You bet I'd have
taken it alright. If a girl can't stick to one fellow
after she has given her word, she ain't worth crying
about, nmch less fighting over.''
..
Theoretically, Hen:r Clay was unden.iably right,
but as I looked at hts unhandsome exterior, I decided that his experiences with adhesive young
women would probably he limited, and if his battles
were \~aged 01.1 account of the lack of this quality in
the fatr sex. Ius would be a gory path.
"Old man's conscience must have hurt. him I
'
reckon," he continued, <~for he separated from his
wife and had that awful thing set up in the billiard
room. Grandma says it happened in that room. He
struck him over the head with a cue, and Philip gave
one shriek of maniac laughter, (this very dramatically) and fell back dead."
Henry Clay paused to note the effect. My very
genuine shudder gratified him, I think, for he began
to peel a stick and remarked with assumed indifference, "I suppo-se you'd be afraid to go through the
house. Girls always are afraid. They seem to think
it is expected of them.'!
I g-lanced at him inquiringly, and thought his
fingct nails might have been cleaner. As I said nothing, he went on in a whisper this time, ''There's a
pane of glass out, in the conservatory, and ''black
:\Iaria" and Sam have gone to the plantation for the
day. so now is our chance, if you are not white~
livered.''
"\\'hat's white-livered?" I asked.
''Oh, <.~owardly,'' he answered. "I£ people are always getting scared, their livers turn white, jusr like
a feiiow's face turns white, only the color doesn't
come back to vour liver, it stays white."
I was much~ impressed by tl1is physiological phenomenon and intent upon proving to Henry Clay
that my liver was of the normal color, I agreed to
consult Horace and meet him at the sun-dial at 4
o'clock.
Horace proved acquiescent but languid, and had !o
he soug-ht before we could make our start. He satd
his head ached, and he believe(! the atmosphere of an
old stuffy house, that hadn:t been ~ire<_l since he '~as
born, wouldn't be good for 1t. We Jeenngly told lum
he was afraid, though I noted that Henry Clay refrained from warnin()'
him of the peculiar effect
of
b
•
such a state of mind upon his internal orgamsm.
Upon this, he straightened himself up, tumecl a
cold, rept·oving eye upon us, and strode fon~ard. The
broken pane of glass left an opening by wl~tch we entered the disused conservatory. Empty tters of rottitlg. wooden shelves stared r.t us. broken Hower pots
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and rusted gardening tools were scattered underfoot.
The sun shone through the tinted glass making purple and yellow splotches on our faces.
I do not know how carefully the house was g·uarded
·at other times, but the door connecting the conserva~
tory with the long parlor was unbolted and we pushed
our way in without difficulty.
It was a low-ceiled room, lined with portraits clone
in oil. A faded velvet carpet, red satin sofas and
chairs, spindle-legged tables and cabinets, and an old,
high-backed thing, something· after the shape of a
piano, constituted the fun1ishings. A layer of fine
ch;st covered everything, while patches of m~ldew
stained the corners of the walls.
It was so "creepily" still. ..A few bats flapped blind.Iy toward us, and then dropped awkwatdly some...
where out of sight.
''I don't like it," said Horace positively. "It seems
like house-breaking. If old Governor Gates had
\Vantecl a lot of people trooping through his house,
he'd have left it open. He doesn't want us here, and
t 1 obody but a pair of sillies would insist on violating
the privacy of a charnel house. Ugh! It smells like
a vault," and with this speech he stalked off, very
straight and tall and not a little proud of his fluency
and big words.
Henry Clay and I were a little staggered at the
comparison to a charnel house, but secretly we were
relieved when he left. Horace had so many incom~
prehensible "taboos" that we had to step as "delicately" as "Agag" when he was along. \Ve knew, hOiweYer, that he would never carry tales, liis lip would
curl with scorn at the bare .thought of such a thing.
So Henry Clay and I felt safe in continuing the pursuit o.f our investigations.
When Horace had gone, we experienced for a
moment that sense of desertion which always follows the departure of a vivid personality. I felt almost tempted to follow in his dignified footsteps, but
a low, scornfttl "white-livered," murmured in my ear
by my conxpanion, restored my courage, or rather
that substitute for it, determination. We tiptoed
through the long rooms on the lower floor, great,
drearv wastes, some with shrouded furniture, some so
- curtained we could distinguish only outlines.
closely
I remember the walls of the Hbrary were covered
with a curious carved leather-, the book-cases extending only half-way up, and in the dining room
was a sideboard whose magnificence I have nevet'
since seen equaled.
The lower room, octagonal in shape, was walled
with mirrors, and at every turn Henry Clay and l
were confronted with our own insignificant figtH~es
ancl white, scared faces..
Vve had traversed every inch of the ground floor,
but, as yet, had failed to discover anything which,
even remotely, resembled the object of our search.
Neglect and decay were stamped in dust or mold on
all ~ve saw, and, to reflective minds, would have spoken eloquently of the blemished reputation and tot-
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sand demons could not have frightened us more. vVe
tering fortunes of the once haughty and disfl.ed wildly through the old house, rushmg madly into
guished owner, but, to my companion and myself,
the arms of "black J\!Iaria" at the foot of the stairs.
these voices were mute.
She did not chide us, but tried to sooth us, though
vVe began to think we had been tricked by a fable.
"11aybe the billiard room's upstairs," suggested l, she was shaking like an aspen leaf herself.
"Po' little chillun,'' she murmured, " 'twar enough
''let's go and see."
The stairs were steep, with a hand ra1l carved in to skeer 'ern to de£. But yo' know 'twar on dis heah
a design of Chinamen's heads, with the pig-tails for day it done happen twenty yeahs ago, an' peahs like
the spindles, and a squatting Mandarin, life-size, for po' Mas' Philip ain't got done latfin' at his self yit."
the ne~vel post. The taste of the designer did not apPERSONALS.
peal to me.
Once on the second floor, we tried several doors,
:Mr. Fernald left several weeks ago for Chicago.
probably of sleeping apartments, only to find them
Hans Becker was among the welcome visitors at
securely locked. The very last one, however, leading
to the room clire.ctly above the long parlor, gave. Commencement.
with a little pressure, and we found ourselves in the
Prof. Childs and Rev. Kinney expect to spend a
much-talked-of, universally feared "presence."
part of July in the Pecos country.
The short, autumn day had drawn almost to a
Louis Huning delighted his friends with a short
close. The sun had set and only a faint light filtered visit during Commencement week.
through the heavy draperies. Henry Clay drew ont
Miss Julia Conier will not return to school in the
of them aside, and the pale twilight showed us that
this was, of a truth, the place. There stood the huge fall as she will reside in St. Louis hereafter.
vVallace Bowie is vistting his family in Gallup. He
tables ,,:ith their massive, carved legs and rotting,
moth-eaten covers. A few dusty balls lay idly on tht will come back horne to the 'Yarsity next term.
cloth and a broken cue on the floor. The chairs were
Dr. F. S. ~Ialtby, who just received the degree of
in disorder, the frames of the paintings on the wall, ~I. S. from the UniveTsity, expects to return to his
dull and tarnished. At the end o·f the long room, op- home in Indiana for the summer.
posite to where we \vere standing, was an upright
1\.Iiss Caroline Hadley has left for her old home in
case, before which stood a richly embroidered screen.
Philadelphia, Pa., but will return to Albuquerque to
\Ye knew bv instinct that this must be "~t."
., in the fall.
I had not the courage to :?uvance. lt was growing attend the 'Cniversitv
President Herrick returned \Vednesdav evening
dark rapidly, and chilly gusts crept through the
from a trip in the ~Iogollons. He \vas in fair health;
loose and shrunken casements.
"Let's go back," I whispered to Henry Clay, ''I am and reported a very interesting time.
terribly afraid," but Henry Clay was made of sterner
James G. Fitch left for his home in ).lagdalena
stuff, as the charge upon San Juan heights too truly Saturday morning, after the Ahtmtl'i banquet. ''Her£"
proved, and bravely took several steps fonvanl.
stayed over to attend to }.lirage business.
"Give me your hand, ·• he said in a strained, un::VIr. Clarence Freneh has left for his home, Ashnatural yoice. His fingers closed over mine, in a cold tabula, Ohio, where he will spend the summer vaclammy grasp. :Vly feet were like lead and my teeth cation. He expects to return to the l.iniversitv next
chattered like castanets. \Vhen we stood immediate- falL
·
ly before the screen I tried to jerk away, but Henry
John Terry and Harry Herrick are thinking of takClay never gave an inch. \Vith determined, if unsteady hand, he pushed the screen aside, and we stood ing an outing in the San slat-eo lllO·Untains, collecting
face to face with the ghaqtly "thing" which had once mammals in the interest of the University museum
been wayward, high-spirited, handsome Philip Gates. and laboratories.
Dick and Hans Becker, Fred and Louis Huning
The unmistakeable dead look of the waxen features, the blank stare of the sightless eyes, the hard, left on the rz:os train after the conun~ncement pronarrmv- line of the discolored mouth, the curved nos- gram. for their homes. A delegation of students gave
tril and the firm chin, bore testimony to the em- them a big "send-off."
balmer's skill, but sent a thrill of terror through evHerbert Brooks expects to take a trip up in the
.
ery qu1Venng nerve.
Pecos soon. He will spend a part of the summer
Henry Clay replaced the screen, and we turned to with the sutveying party working in the interests of
go. I stumbled over the broken cue. At this mo- the University Geological Survey.
ment I heard a low laugh. I looked at Henry Clay.
Pres. Herrick, D. \V. Johnson and H. N. Herrick
He had not laughed, his eyes were near to popping
out of his head. \Ve heard it again, louder this time go to Cerrillos mountains the last of this week to
and nearer. Fear lent wings to our feet.
The spend some time in working up the geology of that
hoarse peals of ghastly mirth continued. The long tert'itory in the interests of the 'University Geological
room rang with the blood-curdling sounds. A thou- Stn-veY.
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and one -or two otht:rs, assembled at the depot to bid
the departing ones adieu. The yell was given, and immediately the windows in the Pullman sleepers (lying
on the track near at hand) Hew up, and from the
frightened occupants came cries of "Fire!," "Indians!," ''Rus.tlei·sl..'' ''Train Robbers 1," etc. To soothe
them the Alma. :Mater was sung, interspersed now
and then with the yen and its classical variation. The
boys cannot talk above a whisper as yet; at least so
goes the report.
The .comntencetrtent invitations for the class of '99
are out and are fine specimens of high class workmanship. The work was clone by Hopping & Vorhes, who dese1'Ve special mention in these columns,
and it is up-to-date in every respect. Readers of
the Mirage, when in need of reliable and satisfactory
work in this line should oatronize Hopping & Vorhes.
Our boys were badly defeated in their last base
hall game with the Indians. This was an unfortunae
game, in many respects, but it was beneficial in one
way. It brought about more clearly the great necessitv for team wo1 k and plenty of coaching. Both
of ·these have been very much needed in the past season. Next year let us begin early and go in and win.

tht Uniotrsity or ·---

er Education in the Paris Exposition in July, 1900.
Its purpose will be for the world, wha~ the purpose
of the Committee of 'Ten was for the Umtecl States.~
E:x:.

*

The college-bred man, apart from his hook study.
is taught in an exacting manner the princi1:les of
personal rights and social intercourse, and 111 such
impressive form as no other opportunity affords *
* * * * * * The college-bred rnan is the crowning laurel of the great American school system. itselt
the foundation rock of which the college is the completed structure.-Ex.

4

EXCHANGES.
The Carlisle Indian school has 898 students, representing 61 tribes.-E:x:.

*
The University of Michigan's oratorical society has
from nine hundred to one thousand members.-Ex.

*

Perhaps the most important literary feature of the
bi-centennial celebration at Yale next fall wi11 he the
publication of a set of volumes written hy member~
of the facultv, on scientific, literarY. e(lucationa1. and
other topics: and intended to be a;1 e:x:pt:ession of the
intellectual character of the universih.
. The leading
'
members of the faculty have volunteered tn contribute, some hy complete voit1mes. others hv paper~
to he hound together. 'l'he tatalnmnher of volume::;
will prohahly he thirty. aml the cost of puhlication
will be about $r
. .::;.ooo.-Ex.
IIJFEU>
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The student of I ..atin often finds that a single letter
may change the meaning of a whole :-,euteuce. ~\
single act for good or bad may change the purpose of
a whole life.-Ex.

*
has

President McKinley
received the degree of
Doctor of Laws from the following colleges: Allegheny, McGill, Ohio vVesleyan, Denison, Chicagb
and Yale Universities.~Ex.

*
Professor Benjamin Ide Wheeler of Cornell is likely
to he the next president of the University of California. He lately made a western trip for the sake
of investigating conditions in that University.-Ex.

*

There '~rill be an International Congress of High-

Instruction, for ,398/ 99•

L. IIERRI<.:K Ph D (t' :\I'
.
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The firm of Ilfeld t,ros. has hcen known to the
citizens of Albuquerque as far hack as the year 1865.
From that time until lately they have been engage(l
in the general merchandise business. But last vear
they "changed their plans," and since June 19th have
been known to the ptwlic as "Ilfeld Dros., Dea1crs
in Sheep, \Vool. Hides and Pelts." They are extensive sheep raisers and heavy buyers, paying the highest market price for anything in their line. T1felcl
Bros. will take wool on consignment, and will accord
to those who deal with them eve1·y courtesy. This
firm is one of the oldest and most reliable in our city,
and any transactions with them will prove· satisfactory in every respect. They a.re located on the corner of Fourth Street and Ra:ilroacl A venue, and anyone having any business in their line will do well to
give them a call.
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THE MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY~
· · · · Of New lark
RICHARD A • lUcCURDY,
. •
J>resideut,

Oldest, Strongest, Best
, Company in the World
Audres"'
.....~------

l)atbaway

~

n¢wball,

Agents for New Mexico and Arizona
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Gross, Blackwell & Co.
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Two hundred and ninety courses are offered at
Harvard. President Eliot has calculated that it would
take fourty-four years to complete the whole number.
-Ex.

. .. .
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*

The ~.faxim gun, given to the cruiser Harvard last
May by graduates of the University, is to be sent to
the Naval Academy at Annaoolis.-·Ex.

Assets, O\·er

~ ~ ~ n~w m~xi(o

*

The University of California is to have a college
circus to raise funds for the athletic association.
There will be clown work, inter-class and inter-team
races, side-shows, and numerous peanut and lemonade
venders.-Ex.
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. :-.rau.: look fonvard to this
• tune \\'lth pleasant thoughts
of the good times awaiting
them at the seashore o
m oun t aws.
· ·
,..Ve want t r
turn·' our thoughts for a mo~
mcnl to our bplentlid stock 0 f
SUMMER
SHOE~"'"• ,.1
• h
. I
,. 1 lC
mc ude n large varietv of
seasonable .'-;hoes of all k·inds
of leather, and for all kinds
of wear.
·whatever ycur
foot ''ants you can find them
here ....
···········~·······

Geo. C. Gainsley & Co.
RELIABLE SHOE DEALERS

'

Mail Orders Gh·en Careful Attention.
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Furniture, Crockery ~nd
Glassware

121, 120 ~ 0 ulb RiPsf ~fpeel,
'". L. Douglas Shoes,
Best in the World.

REPAIRING NEATLY DONE.

First National

T~ank Building

K. :\. SNYDEH.,

Livery, Sale, Feed and Transfer Stables

Counsellor <~.t Law.
Cromwell Block.
~\1huquentne, N" · '\1.
_____.....-

.\

Sulphur Hot Springs.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Second St., between Railroad
and Copper Aves.

____

...

-

, __

-'

-

-

\

----------.f?asIt ionab le L-ivery

Steam Sausage FactQry.

\V.:\RRE:\ & CIL\ VEZ.
.\ ttorne,·~-at-L. aw.
Rooms 6. 7, 8 and '). <3rant Block.

1

242 an'd

r76.

buying.

Sll\10N STERN,

EUREKA BARBER SHOP,

Picnic and
Camping Supplies

.\lhuqner< 1ne.

CALL ON

l'llYSll'L\~S.

Clouthier & flcRae,

JOH;{ F. PE~\RCE. :\L D ..

------------------~--~·---~-We have the largest assortJnent of. Light
Felt and Strav.r Rats in the Territory.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

1
I

-

.

All kinds of Fresh and Cured Meats

can and see ns before

'.Vhoksall! and Retail

£ann~d Deli~aties
'fantv and Staplt 6ro~erits.

.\1hnqnerque. ::\. :..L

•o·---Office No 17 Whiting block Re.-;idence No. 700 North !hird, stre-~t.
Office Hours 1o to x2 m.• and 1 to 3 p.m. or. ~\aric}n B1s~10~ ~ off1ce
hours from to 'i p. m. Automatic telephone, oft1ce. No. 163, f\!Sldence,

2 I5

]. C. BALDRIDGf:,
LUMBER
Plaster, Cem.e7#,

C"ttt at R easouable Pttz'ces /
_____--w. w. BUTLER, Proprietor.
j, '1'. Br\.RltACLOUCHI, President.
A. A. GRA~T, Vkt: Pr<';;
n. Vv. HOPKI~S. Sec'y ant! :Vt.wat:"er

.

Cltt1>.

.\11J1HjtH'rqtte.

Agent for Rnbbemid Roofirw
and I) an<i 1' Ii)
"'
· '
'· apcr.
ce and Yard-Corner First Street and Lead Avenue.
___,..__ _,_,.._. --- ------···
.
.
.. ·-· ....-"""'•
'""'-·
..,..,.._.._____.,_.....

Offi

-

X. :VL

FAA\OUS COLUMBUS BUGGIES.

DR. .1. R. IL\Y~ES.
.\1huqncrqt1c. :\. :..I.

::\cw Armijo Build1n~.

The Crystal Ice Co.
l\lA"St:FACTUR!<:RS OF

.Artifidal lt~ from DIS1illtd Wat~r

HUCKEYJ~ BliHGIE~.

J. W. BALL

,,

.. ---· ·-·-·.
"

. snoestore • •

.~

High C1rade Sh<~es made from the Best
Material.
A combination of comfort
and ea!-lc ...•.. , •Two cNnpetent shoemakers employed. . . . . . . . . ...... , .

L. H. ClL\~IBERLI~. D.D.S.

Hours:

9~12 an<1 I-5·

Room

Cromwe1l Block.
f.:,·~.

.Albuquerque~ N. ~1.

Capacity: Thirty-five Tons Daily.

A Morsel for tlte Gods, our "Lowneys."
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Hailroad Avenue.
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W. H. HAHN & <00.

Sliaving Parlors and Baths
Cleanest and best appointed place in town.
Each toom heated by steam.
Remington Typel~rriters ~-------

Albuquerque.

HAIN \VAfiONS, CAPITAL \VAGONS
lL\CINl~ SI>RlNG 'V AGONS,

-- . '
. "---··--

Doors, Pair~-ts and J:lli'Jtds,
Glass and Oils.

0, B. & C. O. HOPPING
Proprietors.
Bieycl~s for

Sale or R~nt

Bicyde ](~pairing

Agents for the "R:unblcr"
"t;r.,s<·ent" "Ilnpcrhl" an<l
''Ideal'' Bky~:lcs.

~.<t.:~:oM~:!-•niif:~t:;,,,,.;<c;.:.o" . . :..,.·~~~~

BOME OJ:<' Ot1R LINES --- - -

DRS. E.\STEH.!L\ Y & E.\STERD.\ Y,

Conunerc1~1

South First Street,

\Vest Railroad A venue

Dealer in All Kinds of Vchicles !

3
No. 23•t. Old 'Phone 163.

Next to

2 2+

J. Korber & Co.

DRS. JJlSil<)P & BlSHOl:\
Homoeopathk Phy:;ician~ and Surgeons.

112 WEST GOLD A VENCB.

J-l irst Class S ltave anci l~"'irte Ifa£r

'

NEW FURNITURE!!

_

MASONIC Bl'lLDl~(J.,
:--;ew ;\1exko.
Albuquerque

ll

.i

Office, D. J. Abel's
Railroad A venue

Carritqres nzeet all tra£1Zs.
New 'Phones

EMIL KLEINWORT, Prop'r

W. V. FUTRELLE·---·----·

·---~-

. \1bmp.tenl nc. :\. ~L

--·

COPPER AVE.

l\ LBPQUERQVE, N. M.

t tnrnev-at-La\V.
.

AND

_ _ _ _ _ _ _A_I_,B_GQUERQUE, NEW MgXJCO.

. ~-~--- _.,._,.._- .___,.

North Third Street
Meat Market_____.....------

COR. SECOND ST.

Send for quotations before placing your orders elsewhere.. We are exclusive wholesalers and meet an r
and all Eastern competition.
...
...
...
y

II

1

G).

BRY~\:\,

K \\.' J).

Line to the well known and popular

,-~

JJ.

In1porters and jobbers of
~General Merchandiser

Alhuquerque. N. 1\'l.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.,
Proprietors· of the Thornton-Bland Stage

I
I

~1kutlfUel'ClfUe 1

JOHNSTON & FlNICAL,
..:\ ttorneys-at-I.. aw.

..

·~~-~~~

..

J. W. Ball

DELANEY'S CANDY KITCHEN !
For Commencement Bon=Bons
and Sweetmeats of all kinds.

D. :bl. BOATRIGHT, Proprietor

OriginntM of Low Prices.

Merchant Tailoring

ALBt:QUERQtaC.

·

·---~,·-·----~'-

-

·--

1"he l)ining Parlors ....
214 West Gold Ave•
.•. The Best 25-cent Meal in the City
W. II. GES'l'ER, Proprietor.
----"'~~~ ..--0 «'--

-~~.--~-------- ·-- - - - - ··-·--

. ---•--."-·0

Vv~ C. BUTMAN, Real Estate, ~!~~$~:!'~!!~storRtnt

~

•

---.-

--

~~

Office with Mutuul
Autonmtk
'I'deplwne Cn.

---=·~_._.,___

N~ M.

---. ....~----......----

Albuquerque,

Phone 425 •

-----

----~- --~---~~~-~~------·

THE

WHITSON 1\IIUSIC CO., IJIANOS ~-\.N D Ol{(;ANS.
'
SIDE TALliS WITH
BROCKl\1EIER.
·•OUU. BOYS AND GIRLS." Do yotl read the· , ..
,__

I-I.

Bicvcles and Supplies, Rubber Stumps,
Ke;.s, Etc. A complete rt!pair shop in
Connection.
Kodaks, Camera~; and
Photo Supplies. . . . . . . . .

and

212

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Sn.r Hee-'\Vl1y llnu' t ~"1Hl ·and Prt•1l
trntl(' roff. You might induce him t11 for
[l ('Oll:-l~dN·ation land H wonhl be sra•Li>;f:t'l'ttw~· t1) all partie,;; t'(llll'PrnPll.

I. II. COX.

HONES--r
PLUMBERS.
Al!ents for the Columbia New Process MRntle.s
Practically Jndestructable.

'''

Gold Avenue.

Ilh·nlt•ts-Tht•rr is un lt>g-;11 rPllWdy.
Yon !<.hnul1l havP hall a tl'l'SIJ:tss sign up
or ·Plse ;~-·m1 shn:nld 1wt hay,p sttlJllWil pla~·
ing, ·PYl'll for thOSl' ft'W minntt•H. \V!•
han• inh•ryh•wrd thP -ufft•nt!Pr:'l antl hPIirY~' them to bt' innm•t•nt of nuy {'Yil int(•ntions ..

ALBUQUERQUE, - - - - NEW MEXICO.
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Bonghy-Sprhlg c·hid't'Ill'i are nll right
hut rtlwy are lwttPr a litt!P >ffltl('l· ami
fri(•.:l. Yon t•au't ralwn.n; SPlTt! tlH•Ill likl'
,oystPrs, {Hl the half ~lu•ll.

t1l

...........,

u

0

~

<I)

1>. Bill-"'Vlwn I t·.nll up a man I
'''ant tf> tn.lk to tht• man hitu:wlf. SPP? ?"

!-<

t
f

i
··e?•···e······~······~····~ i

'\Y. I>. B.-Xf>, I W!)Uldn't gin• tlw
ColiP:W ypll when th<~ hors wanted lllP
to: it might malw tlwm ·think you Wl'l""
l'Pall.r inhm·st< 1 in ,\'<Hll' Alma ~fatPt,
C'. \Y.~ It isn't ruJJit(' to <·nil rwopl1• fib·
berH, ·c·vi•n in a Iww:-:varH·r -artide.

Expert
Mixologist

Dr.-d.dios, Dntftn·, I l1npe ron will
have a IJI<'·:umut vn.eation this snmmPr.
I J<•wPy.- \\' e wonl1l ru··tHnmt•nd a wire
nail in the end ·of ·a Iml<'. You rnust he
careful, howeYer, as this devic<• 1IaH
hePn patr•ntrd by H. X. IIet'1'k•k.

--AT-

I<.uppe's
Soda Fountain.

...............................
Best Bill of Fare.

B.~·It

is not ecmHidr•rC'I1 propet• 1o
Ciall -on u girl nwre than ~ix n'ig'lxt>-~ jn a
W<>Pk. A spt•dul Pxrrptio-n might hn
m:Hlt! j n ;your c•ase, hnw~Y£!1', if >t:h<~ g'irl
d-t}esn',t mind H.

.Base Hull.-'J:hirty-.onc .to fivn 'isn't n
hacl &core-for thn Indians.

A. 0. P .......Proressor 11altby js the of·
'fidnlly llllf,hfil'iZPd l'ecoivcr of kieks for
tlw fac~nlty.. Small fav•ors thankful!:~-· rr!reiveu-the slllialler the better.

V'.AN"N' Peaplfe"s .fowele'll! Railroad Watchmaker.
~
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Latest Novelties
Always on Hand
BELTS AND GIRDLES,

AGENT.

I

M.~

Albuquerque; N.

.

. ~-~,,
f

FANCY RIBBONS,

SIDE

AND

BACK COMBS,

At Ever Popular P~ices.

Rosenwald Bros.
Thi~

is the •··whit:. :\l:tn'~ Burtlen,"
AIHl it m.tk<·~ him =•rllike a lwar.
The r•·a-on i~ pl.lin. lt l:i ht•t'au't'
I IJs ,!Jirl tiun't lit ami till' n•·•·l,h.tml sat'···

·-

ALBUQUERQllESTEAMLAUNDRY

~

II-·~

11

~II

JAY A. HUBBS & CO.

-----

].

Mail Orders a Specialty.

.,

Grain,
Wood,
Groceries

!

i

TfiE. BE/?R y DRUG

i .

Goods~

300 West Railroad Ave •

Hopping & Vorhes.

~-High -Class

Printing

"OUR HOBBY."

,\e Only Exclusive Job Printing House

in the City.

Wheels Sold fo1• Cash or on Installments.
. Repair \York :md \Vheel

202 GOLD AVENOE.

R~:nt~l

Strictly Cash.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

203 R.ailt·oad Avenue.

-~-----~-~-- ·- --~-·-·----=-=----o·~··--- -~-~ -~-~•

ALBUQUERQUE.

Bicyc1es Rented and Repaired.

!. Simpler I Cn.

Albuquerque, N. M.
107 S, SECOND ST.

Full Line of Bicycle Sundries,

S~OES---.
which they ate st-lHng at very
low prkes. Shal~ be pleased to
have you ndl ....... .

422 NOR'TH FIRST STREET.

'

RIC"Y"CLES

Ladies' and Children:s

.(

Merchant.

Prices LOWest,

Senti~

Beo· to announce that they
ha~ a splendid line of Men's,

And General Commission

Qualities Highest.

WEBER W AGON,S •
MAJESTIC RANGES .

li.Simpiar I Cn.

'

. Hardware and
·\\~~\'
--:~·House Furnishing
. \ \'1

lmpleml~J !n;J $addlery.

Columbia, Hartford,
And Vedette

m ~~eLII.C'- 1!-llJILCL.

~.f~')

\ WholesatVJJJ R<!tail Dealers in

Hardware
Wagons,

I

J

No. 210 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

- .

AGENT FOR

Druggists,

), to '-t'n:l vour lint•n to !luhh·. din·d .
Our wurk is lim• anal tht' t•oq is light,
ho l'all us lip. Yrm .ut· 'tJJ't• to he ri:.dtl.

Donahoe

Co. Will. J.

J. H. O'Rielly &

An "a'v n·m•·<h if wm •·h•tt.

~Hav

I

t

I

eompany

BELT BUCKLES,

~--------~~-·~---'>~~-~·- ~---~----"---=-="'---0--- "-·---·---~
- ~-~-----<---~···----~--- ~'"'"--'"

ijl

I

••••••~~~s•sea••••s~soee

Democrat Publisl)ing Co.

~

t:'/.:!

s.

••••••••..ooeeoo...•••••ee..

BY CAl~!dEI~-7:; cents a ;\\onth

-

••
. •
z ••
••• ...
••
•• -

Pronounced
:By Experts
To be the
Best Wheel
Ever Offered.
For the MONEY.

BY ,'\\AIL-<;o · cents a .'\\onth.

·-

~

t::'-2
~

. 212 Railroad Avenue.

SUBSCRIBE ·NO\Y!

Fu.r·nititPs-·( tll )f. 1:-<t Jlt'OJ)If' prt•f,_•t· tn
I.,
mtt'l1 •tlw hall in 1.ht• hamls, though so)JllP
!2a
autho-riti-:•s rm•ft•r to ll"l tlw hall rt•lmnnd
<I)
gt>ntly fr•}lll tlw stom:u·h lll•fore t':ltt•hing .
..r:
!-<
T'his mPtlwd is :lPIJ!it•ahlt• t•srwdally to
hnt
linpr;; iu tlw in fiPld. In t·a:-:.Ps stwlt
I.,
.£: ' a;; ron <l!•;{i'l'aJtl a lm;tprflr lid !11' :t hn-:h... l'l haskl't might lw Usl'fnl. (h.J 'l_\ht'
<I)
..r:
hat il'l nsnally hPld hr tlw sm;lll t>lltL
c.
<11
rm}Jin•--\Vhen ll mau is (fll S~ 1 ('1>1Hl
bJ)
0
has<' it is ll(}t c·usu~mat',\' t•J t•all h<llls uu
0
him. rb;
.\. lwll whic·h gm•s onr thf•
..r:
grana stnnd iH t•allPd it foul.
0..

·=
..........
·=

AND

FAIRY QUEEN.

S. E. ·NEWCOIVIER,

JOURNAL-DEJ\\OCI~AT
of en!ry city, vil~age ~nd

bJ)
CIS

d.?

I

.

<I)

•

The most perfectly atligned and best running wheel in the
World, except the Luthy.

wm

Jio,hs·:m-If von ·art• as lmxhfnl ns thn t
WP W•>lllll •tul'dsP :r-nn to tnkP thP young
Ia'llr fnHn Btmt on, slw <"an hllk l'nnu.~h
for tiW).

•

$ 3 5..

The FAIRY KING

is read by the
CriePlr-Yes, it is a pity you t<an't grnd- ; people
hamlet in New
natP ·togt,tlwr, hnl I sU-PlJ:)Xl' ~·on will ; Mexico and Anzonn. It 1s stnctly a home newspaper and has the contldence of tht: public reklYP jl) th) H lif t1H' Pl'i}fl'I'O'l':-l
}pj
; gardless of politics.
you).
THe

•. A.RCHJ·TJBCT

ll'leeeeeeeeeeeeNeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee»eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeMM...
Luthy & Co., Makers.
Peoria., ru.
1
Up-to-Date.
Full ot' Popular Ideas.
1
Beauties, Sellers ...•. ·

a 11 time.

i

•

$35.

report.
BECAUSE-It is the leading and conceded to be
the best paper published in the
Southwest.
BECAUSE-It is for New Mexico first, last, and

1

BROCI\.MEIER & COX.

122

l

!

JOU~NAL-DEMOC~AT?

South Second Street.

H. BROCKMEIER.

BDWARD BUXTON ·CRISTY,

,_

Etlited by .t~nnt Alma and Uncle l\IatPr, .
IF NOT, WHY NOT"?
who will g-ladly answer all questions ask- '
ptl llv th<'il' "Varsity Chih1ren." If im- ·
You Ought to ...
1
medi~te auswl•r is desi1'e1l, please encloHt'
BECAUSE-It contains all the Local, Territorial
a eht><'k for two tlollnrs.
and General News.
BECAUSE-It is the only paper in New Mexico
•
taking the full Associatecl Press

Agency for Phrenix, Tribune and Spaid·
in<T
Bicvcles.
Spalding
Base Ball and
-=>
"' '\
....
Athletic (,.oods. . . . . . .
210

~-

305 South Second Street.
Three Doors South of Postoffice,

Albuquerque, N. :M.
....._THE"'

•

Becker-Blackwell Co.
c~nr£1101
M~rchratlti/4S.
.-~oOLr--:Magdalena, New Mexico.

L~O., _!.argest_ J(etail _Stock l1t the Territory, ALBUQUERQUE.

'
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SELLING OUT SALE I

:'

I
I'

.

't

:'

,,

.:'

l'

''

:'
''
'~~
I

'

'

.
J

"'

,

!t-

FURNITURE,
CARPETS,
SHADES,!
.

......

1
'

''
l'

I'

•

;

•

Room Moulding and Picture Frames,

. • ·1
!I

AN',

•

i

-

il

I

China, Glassware and Lamps

l

J
0

I
1

i

1

'

j
'

i

I lin fact Everythz"ng.:t"n our Second Street Store.
~

M

We are , selling kt
cost as we are goZ:ng out of these lines.
.

I

'l

A
II ::
K

"

I
I

I

I;

i

r·

'

i

•

0

:

WHITNEY COMPANY

,I

'

~ ,li.,'
I' •
..¥~··
...,.,.,.
·,"·-.....-·-·
;, ~·
,,

~- ""~

,,

j

j ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ., ••• ~ ... , ..
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I
BECKER, BLACKWELL co., I

BRANCH STORE AT
' TOME, N. M.

.

~I

, - C !
I i;,·
,If
E
8 :,,

i

MAGDALENA, N. M.

!

!

JOHN BECKER,
·

I

BJeit~N, N. M.

!

!·.

WHOLESALE .AND BE'.l'AIL DEALERS IN

l

.

:
I
'

I

l

I

I GENERAL MERCHANDISE, WOOL, HIDES, PELTS I
•'

•
I

~

J

II

All Kinds of Native Products.

!
I

nove11btr, 1899 ..
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